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Ad Name
Metra Union Pacific/West Commuter Railroad Station - Lombard, IL
Architect: KMI Architects Engineers Roofing contractor: Progressive Dynamics
Profile: Tite-Loc Roofing Panels Color: Aged Copper

On-Track Design
“The entire station was designed for economy
and low maintenance. The PAC-CLAD® panels
were selected for their durability.”

TITE-LOC

ROOFING PANEL
-John Mehdi, Project Designer, KMI Architects Engineers

AGED COPPER - ENERGY STAR

PAC-CLAD metal roofing and wall panels are available in more than
45 colors – most meet LEED and ENERGY STAR requirements.

Case study at P$& ǫ &/ $'&20Ǭ/20%$5'
PAC-CLAD.COM | ,1)2ǭ3$&ǫ&/$'&20
IL: 800 PAC CLAD
GA: 800 272 4482

MD: 800 344 1400
MN: 877 571 2025

TX: 800 441 8661
AZ: 833 750 1935

See us at METALCON - booth 930
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INTRODUCING
CAV-GRIP III

Ad Name

Experience the Productivity

Up to 60% labor savings compared to
traditional bonding adhesive!

Scan here to learn more
about CAV-GRIP III
and other productivity
boosting products or visit:
www.carlislesyntec.com/
productivitybooster

Carlisle SynTec Systems’ new CAV-GRIP™ III Low-VOC Aerosol Contact Adhesive/Primer can be used
for a variety of applications. Adhere standard TPO membranes to horizontal substrates in temperatures
as low as 25°F, and adhere standard TPO, standard EPDM, and all FleeceBACK® membranes to vertical
walls. Using CAV-GRIP III means no waiting for extensive ﬂash-off times, no need for stirring, and a
quick application rate. These beneﬁts can translate to up to a 60% labor savings.

Experience the Carlisle Difference | 800-479-6832 | www.carlislesyntec.com
Carlisle, CAV-GRIP and FleeceBACK are trademarks of Carlisle. © 2018 Carlisle.
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Turning EMPTY SPACES
into PEOPLE PLACES.
Keep your properties looking their best with duraSTRONG® exterior
rubber paving tiles. Slip-resistant and able to withstand the toughest
weather conditions, duraSTRONG is perfect for any outdoor
application. Our interlocking design and proprietary manufacturing
process are the result of extensive testing and engineering
backed by our best-in-industry Limited Lifetime Warranty.
sofSURFACES.com
1.800.263.2363
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A rugged roof system helps new school
withstand severe weather in Newfoundland
and Labrador.

78 | STANDING UP TO MOTHER NATURE
Historic Colorado school readies for winter
with a new metal roof system.

Working with homeowner associations
means taking on big projects — and big
challenges.

94 | COMMERCIAL
Fire protection safeguards become a key
focus when rebuilding a cold storage facility
destroyed by a fire.

80 | WORK OF ART
Metal panels help illuminate the Institute for
Contemporary Art at Virginia Commonwealth
University.
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Meticulous preparation sets up a Building
Envelope restoration project for success in
Roma, Texas.

86 | SUMMER SCHOOL
The team at KBR Roofing spent the last
three summers re-roofing the iconic Old
Main structure on the campus of Utah State
University.

68

COVER STORY
PROBLEM SOLVERS
A challenging metal roof installation was the
focus of a multi-phase plan to renovate Indian
Springs School in Birmingham, Alabama. The first
phase consisted of constructing three classroom
buildings and a new administration building,
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INTERACTIVE
Download the free Layar Augmented
Reality app. (The QR code will help
you find the app.) Then, hover over
page 83 with a smartphone or tablet
and watch a video that brings the
content to life.
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ON THE
COVER
Founded in 1952, Indian Springs
School in Birmingham, Alabama, recently added three
new cypress-clad classroom
buildings and an administration building as part of a
multi-phase project. A standing
seam metal roof was a unifying
element in the design.
Photo: Petersen

Discover
interactive content

Projects requiring a primer
with Progressive Materials Silicone:

Ad Name
Primer

No Primer
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UNSURPASSED
ONSITE
ROLL FORMING
Ad Name
COMES
TO YOU

Advanced design means more time forming pannels, not adjusting the machine.
Backed by a company in business since 1936, dedicated to quality and service.

Discover for yourself why Zimmerman is the best.
MADE IN THE USA
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Commercial Pane

Wall & Soffit

COMMERCIAL ROOF PANEL MACHINE

Advanced design means more time forming panels, not adjusting the machine.
Backed by a company in business since 1936, dedicated to quality and service.

• Patented Material Handling System: Independent drive system is always centered on the panel
coupled with free spinning forming rollers minimizes oil canning and potential adjustments.

• Extremely Versatile: Multiple profiles in any width from 12" through 24".
• UL580 Class 90 Panels: Machine forms 1-3/4" snap lock, 2" and 1-1/2" mechanically seamed
proſles. Rated over open purlins or decking.

• Heavy Duty Construction: 2" welded tubular steel frame, 304 stainless steel forming rollers, steel
components powder coated or Zinc plated for
a tough, long lasting finish.

WS-1000 WALL & SOFFIT PANEL MACHINE

Form panels in 12" and 16" coverage.
Capable of perforating up to 24 ga. Steel.
Features our patented independent drive system.
304 stainless steel free spinning form rollers.
Heavy-duty 2" tubular steel frame
Quick change over between panel widths.

• Hydraulic System: Industrial grade
system with 18 gallon stainless steel tank.

• Shear: Guillotine type, blades and dies
manufactured from heat treated tool steel.

• Profile Change Over: Advanced
design allows tooling change over in
approximately one hour.

• Lifetime Sealed Bearings:
All bearings permenately sealed and lubricated.

Structural Roof

Ad Name

Wall Z-anei& Soffit

STRUCTURAL ROOF PANEL MACHINE

Z-PANEL FORM MACHINE
STANDING SEAM ROOF PANELS

ƕ3DWHQWHG0DWHULDO+DQGOLQJ6\VWHPIndependent drive system is always centered on the
panel coupled with free spinning forming rollers minimizes oil canning and potential adjustments.

ƕ+HDY\'XW\&RQVWUXFWLRQ2” welded tubular steel frame, 304 stainless steel forming rollers,
steel components powder coated or zinc plated for a tough, long lasting finish.

ƕ3URYHQ7HFKQRORJ\Zimmerman Roll Form Machines are still in use after more than 20 years in
the field.

ƕ+\GUDXOLF6\VWHPIndustrial grade hydraulic system with 18 gallon stainless steel tank.
ƕ6KHDUGuillotine type, blades and dies manufactured from heat treated tool steel.
ƕ/LIHWLPH6HDOHG%HDULQJVAll Bearings permanently sealed and lubricated.
ƕ([WUHPHO\9HUVDWLOHInfinitely adjustable from 16” to 24”.

on the panel coupled with free spinning forming rollers minimizes oil canning and potential
adjustments.

• ASTM E1592 Tested: SL1000, SL1500,
SS1500 and FF1000 panels.

Multiple Panels
Variable Width

• Heavy Duty Construction: 2" welded
tubular steel frame, 304 stainless steel forming
rollers, steel components powder coated or Zinc
plated for a tough, long lasting finish.

• Extremely Versatile: Multiple panels in

More panel profiles coming soon.

ƕ4XLFN:LGWK&KDQJH2YHUPanel width can be changed easily and quickly.

• Patented Material Handling System: Independent drive system is always centered

any width from 12" to 24".

Mechanically
Seamed
1" & 1-1/2"

• Hydraulic System: Industrial grade system
with 17-gallon stainless steel tank.

• Shear: Guillotine type, blades and dies manufactured from heat treated tool steel.
• Profile Change Over: Advanced design
allows tooling change over in approximately one
hour.

Snap Lock
1" & 1-1/2"

Roll formers for every need.

1-800-247-4202 | zimmerman-metals.com
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The Power of
Vacations
y dad keeps telling me that kids today don’t work very hard.
By kids he means me — and I’m 57. It seems every time I turn
around, though, I see an article that offers the opposite conclusion: Americans work too hard. They work longer hours
and take less vacation time than their counterparts in other
countries. By some accounts, the majority of American workers don’t even use all of the time off they are entitled to take. The sad part is, most
workers do so because they want to be more productive. But working too long and
too hard makes us less productive, not more. Vacation time is not only beneficial
for personal health and well-being. Vacations also increase productivity.
Human bodies and brains have their limitations. We need some downtime to
stay healthy and focused. It’s also during periods of rest and relaxation that some
of the greatest discoveries have been made.
Whether it’s Newton resting by an apple tree or Watson and Crick taking a break
by the seaside, it seems every scientific breakthrough I read about in high school
came about when someone was goofing off. The notion of an epiphany — a flash
of insight that solves a troubling
problem — often seems to coincide
with a break from work.
The “eureka” moment is said to
derive its name from the story of
the ancient Greek mathematician
Archimedes, who came up with a
method of solving a tricky problem
after he slid into a nice hot bath.
The story goes that he was trying
to figure out how to measure the
volume of irregularly shaped objects. Stumped, he took a break at
the bath house, where he suddenly realized that he could make the
determination by the amount of
water an object displaced. He then
ran through the streets screaming
“eureka,” which apparently means either “I found it!” or “I forgot my clothes!”
As I worked on this issue of the magazine, which focuses on education projects,
I thought of the long summer breaks we had as students, which I now know are
frenzied periods of construction for the roofing industry. I also spent a week in
northern Michigan, where I hiked some beautiful trails with my wife, Patti, and
Josie the Wonder Dog. I can’t claim that I had any great insights into the nature
of physics or science — or even better ways to produce Roofing magazine — but I
did manage to locate some dog-friendly craft breweries and take in some glorious
views of lake Michigan. Here’s hoping it makes me more productive.
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If you enjoyed reading this issue,
please consider submitting
something for the next one. Let’s
talk about ideas! Call Chris King
at (248) 376-5115; email him at
FKULV#URRʱQJPDJD]LQHFRP; post
a comment on our website; and/
or Facebook and tweet us. This
PDJD]LQHɶDQG\RXUSHHUVɶDUH
counting on you!

IT’S NOT AN ELEPHANT,
IT’S A MAMMOTH.

www.soprema.us | 800.356.3521

What is the elephant in your room? Mold hidden in the walls? Water
leaking from the ceiling? Water inﬁltrating the foundation? SOPREMA
delivers the power of the mammoth, providing full building envelope
solutions to keep those elephants out of any building––schools,
hospitals, manufacturing and beyond.
SOPREMA DELIVERS THE POWER OF THE MAMMOTH, A FULL BUILDING
ENVELOPE OF PROTECTION UNMATCHED IN THE INDUSTRY.

PUT THE MAMMOTH TO WORK FOR YOU.

Ad Name

INTRODUCING

DUOTACK® SPF ADHESIVE

SPF ADHESIVE FORMULATED BY
SOPREMA FOR FASTER INSTALLATION
WITH MORE COVERAGE
For more information on how to save
time on the construction site, visit
http://info.soprema.us/duotackspf
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Caroline Trautman is an
attorney with Raleigh,
N.C.-based Anderson Jones
PLLC. She concentrates on
areas including construction
law, construction litigation,
lien and bond claims, and
contracts. In “Business
Sense,” page 34, she
examines recent trends in
lien pre-notice requirements
and their effect on of lien
claims.

Thomas W. Hutchinson, AIA,
FRCI, RRC, CSI, RRP, is a

principal of Hutchinson
Design Group Ltd. in
Barrington, Illinois, and
COGODGTQH4QQƒPIŨU
editorial advisory board.
In “From the Hutchinson
Files,” page 52, Hutchinson
explores the topic of
drainage in low-slope roofs,
detailing the most common
design and installation
shortcomings that affect
FTCKPCIGKPVJGƒGNF
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Paul Casseri is the product
OCPCIGTQHVJG4QQƒPI
Shingles and Underlayment
&KXKUKQPHQT#VNCU4QQƒPI
Corp. He is responsible
for all areas of product
management, including
product initiation, feasibility,
design, development and
testing. He is a graduate
of Penn State University
with more than 20 years
of experience in the
building products industry.
In “Details,” page 38, he
points out common shingle
installation mistakes.

Stephen Kolton is a project
manager for Hutchinson
Design Group Ltd. in
Barrington, Illinois. He has
been a Registered Roof
1DUGTXGTUKPEG+P
“Details,” page 62, he walks
readers through the process
of replacing a roof drain on a
structurally sloped steel roof
deck and installing the new
roof system and flashing.
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Paul Scelsi is marketing

communications manager
at Air Vent Inc., and leader
of its “Attic Ventilation: Ask
VJG'ZRGTVŬUGOKPCTU*GŨU
also chairman of the Asphalt
4QQƒPI/CPWHCEVWTGTU
Association Ventilation
Task Force. In “Steep Slope,”
page 42, he examines the
problems caused by mixing
different types of exhaust
vents, documenting actual
ECUGUTQQƒPIEQPVTCEVQTU
have encountered in the
ƒGNF

James E. Arnold, PE, RRO, is

director of new product
development for Kemper
System America Inc. With
more than 30 years of
experience in the design,
construction management,
CPFTQQƒPIKPFWUVTKGUJG
earned a Master of Business
Administration and Bachelor
of Civil Engineering degrees
from the University of
Illinois. In “Tech Point,” page
JGFGVCKNUVJGDGPGƒVUQH
regular roof inspections.

Ellen Breipohl Thorp serves

as the associate executive
director of the EPDM
4QQƒPI#UUQEKCVKQP1XGT
the past nine years, she
has led diverse coalitions
QHTQQƒPITGNCVGFKPVGTGUVU
in successful advocacy
outreach efforts before
organizations such as
ASHRAE, the ICC, state
regulatory agencies, and
municipal governments. In
“Tech Point,” page 48, she
offers strategies to educate
key decision makers on
codes and standards.

Thomas Renner writes

HTGSWGPVN[QPTQQƒPI
construction and
other topics for trade
magazines in the United
States and abroad. In
“Commercial,” page 94, he
provides an in-depth case
study documenting the
reconstruction of a cold
UVQTCIGHCEKNKV[CHVGTCƒTG
detailing the safety features
implemented in the new
design.

Rosie Says...
You know if it’s metal, DYNAMIC FASTENER is there. Whether your challenge is a
leaky metal roof (DROP-STOP®), snow retention (DYNA-GUARD®), roof penetrations (DYNA-FLASH®), or fastening to all gauges of steel (D•F® screws), DYNAMIC
FASTENER is your hassle free partner on the job site and on your project manager’s desk. This includes our recently expanded line of D•F rivets!
Give us a call... you
can ask for Rosie, I’m
your rivet expert!

We want to be your rivet supplier!
What size do you need? Got it!
What material do you need? Got it!
What color do you need? Got it!
What quantity do you need? Got it!
Do you want your rivets
in handy bags of 250?
Got it! Our stock level is
over 75 million rivets with
over a hundred different
stocked colors for same
day shipping.
NEW 12V Rivet Tool with
FREE Extra Battery

TARIFFS?!?

Who wants to pay
Due to our massive inventory levels, we will not pass on any
tariff on any item in any manner until at least October 1st.
Rivets may require a tariff surcharge on October 1st, but not
screws or any other item. If your fastener supplier can’t say
that, then call us & stock up this month.

D•F Rivets are now available in the most requested color . . . . INVISIBLE
The above photo illustrates our actual stock of JUST the size 43 all stainless rivet. We stock the 43 ALL S/S rivet in plain
and these 66 different colors pictured above, in convenient bags of 250 pieces – all for the same day shipping.

DYNAMIC FASTENER 800-821-5448
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%XPEW6SSƤRK4EVXRIVW
;MXL:'4JSV4LEWI
Two of Veterans
Housing Village

Soprema Acquires Derbigum
Americas
SOPREMA INC. announced the acquisition of Derbigum Americas Inc.—the U.S.
division of Derbigum, a Belgian roofing solutions provider. Soprema plans to
maximize Derbigum’s rich history of manufacturing the highest-quality APPmodified bitumen and a full line of roofing adhesives, mastics and primers
as Derbigum Americas joins the Resisto and Chem Link brands as part of the
Soprema family of companies in the United States.
Derbigum Americas, which opened its doors in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1989,
will operate as a subsidiary of Soprema, becoming a “Soprema Group Company.”
The Derbigum leadership team will remain involved, and business will continue
operating as usual without disruption.
“We are pleased to welcome Derbigum Americas into our company, furthering our dedication to being an industry leader in engineered roofing solutions
and strengthening our product offering by having local APP-modified bitumen
production in the U.S.,” said Tim Kersey, vice president and general manager,
Soprema. “Derbigum is a well-recognized and long-respected name brand, and
we see immediate synergies between the two companies’ people and portfolios.”
For more information, visit www.soprema.us and www.derbigum.us.

McElroy Metal Opens New Manufacturing
Facility in Missouri
To meet the needs of a growing customer base, McElroy Metal opened its 13th U.S. manufacturing
facility in Diamond, Missouri, this summer. “I look forward to servicing customers from here,” said Billy
Howell, operations manager at the new Diamond manufacturing facility. “McElroy Metal has had a service
center in this location for more than a decade. We’ve cultivated an excellent customer base, so building a
manufacturing facility was just a natural step to meeting the needs of that customer base.”
Diamond is located in the southwest corner of Missouri, near the borders of Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Kansas, serving the four-state area. The new manufacturing facility provides products for the post-frame
industry as well as the architectural and commercial construction markets. “Now we can better serve our
customers with the capability to locally produce the quality products they’ve come to expect,” said Brian
Eudy, McElroy manager at Diamond.
For more information, visit www.mcelroymetal.com.
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#VNCU4QQƒPI%QTRQTCVKQP, in partnership
with the Veterans Community Project (VCP),
will begin Phase Two construction for the
Veterans Housing Village in Kansas City,
Missouri. The Veterans Community Project’s
housing village is a specialized community
of 50 tiny homes that provide transitional
housing and address the underlying cause of
veteran homelessness.
2JCUG6YQQHVJGRTQLGEVQHƒEKCNN[DGICP
with the Atlas Build Day on August 8. Atlas
employees, contracting partners and VCP
leaders began the construction of more
than 13 tiny homes, which will be added
VQVJGGZKUVKPIPGKIJDQTJQQFQHƒPKUJGF
homes, a community center and resource
facility of full-time staff of case managers
to assist the veterans. Atlas is collaborating
with key partners and volunteers to provide
specialized services and on-site contractor
support. Partners, including ABC Supply
%QORCP[CPF,44QQƒPIYKNNDGFQPCVKPI
time and/or services for the construction.
For more information, visit www.
#VNCU4QQƒPIEQOand www.
VeteransCommunityProject.org.

Ad Name
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On hand for the ribbon-cutting ceremony were Paul Farrow, Waukesha County
Executive; Suzanne Kelley, Waukesha County Business Alliance CEO and President;
Michael Darr, Firestone Building Products Operations Manager; Shawn Reilly, City
of Waukesha Mayor; Taylor Cole, Firestone Building Products President; and Eric
Zimmerman, Firestone Building Products Director of Manufacturing.

Firestone Building Products
Celebrates Renaming of
Waukesha Facility
FIRESTONE BUILDING PRODUCTS COMPANY (FSBP) celebrated the renaming
of its Gaco Western plant in Waukesha, Wisconsin, with a ceremony including
FSBP and Waukesha elected officials on August 13.
“The Gaco facility has been a part of the Waukesha community for more than
30 years, and we want to thank the more than 100 team members for their hard
work and commitment to making this facility one of the best manufacturing
facilities in the area,” said Taylor Cole, president, FSBP. “They will continue to
play a large role in our commitment to set the standard for trusted commercial
roofing and building envelope solutions.”
FSBP officially acquired Gaco in 2017, increasing its portfolio of products with
the addition of Gaco’s silicone and acrylic liquid coatings. The Gaco facility in
Waukesha employs more than 100 members of the community and accommodates more than 144,000 square feet of manufacturing, warehousing and
distribution operations and produced more than 42 million pounds of product
in the past year. In addition to producing Gaco’s silicone roofing systems, waterproofing and spray foam insulation, the facility boasts a robust research and
development group that focuses on technology and formulation developments.
For more information, visit www.Firestonebpco.com.
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IKO Awards New
8VYGOXS' /6SSƤRK
8LVSYKL4634PYW
4VSQSXMSR
%-4QQƒPI headquartered in Coeur
D’Alene, Idaho, received a brand-new Dodge
Ram 1500 truck through IKO’s PRO4 Plus
promotion. According to IKO, C&K reached the
highest milestone in PRO4 Plus, using at least
TQQƒPIUSWCTGUCNQPIYKVJVJTGGQHVJG
HQWTSWCNKH[KPI+-1241TQQƒPIEQORQPGPVU
in 2017.
ū+-1IKXGUWUVJGCDKNKV[VQQHHGTQWT
ENKGPVUCSWCNKV[UJKPINGCPFEQQTFKPCVKPI
EQORQPGPVUHTQOCUKPINGOCPWHCEVWTGT6JG
NGXGNQHEQPUKUVGPE[VJCVEQOGUYKVJVJCV
is unbeatable. Being all in with IKO means
QWVUVCPFKPIEWUVQOGTUGTXKEGCPFCEQORCP[
we can depend on to deliver,” said Bob
%CUVNGVQP%-4QQƒPIŨUQYPGTCPFRTGUKFGPV
ū%-4QQƒPIKUTGURGEVGFCOQPIOCP[
QH+FCJQŨUDWKNFGTUCPFJQOGQYPGTUHQT
exceeding expectations, and providing
SWCNKV[CDQXGVJGTGUVŬUCKF-GKVJ.QYG
+-1ŨUXKEGRTGUKFGPVQHUCNGU75ū9GCTG
pleased to award this truck and bonus as an
CEMPQYNGFIOGPVVQVJG%-4QQƒPIVGCOHQT
VJGKTNQ[CNV[VQ+-1RTQFWEVUŬ
PRO4 Plus continues into 2018, giving
EQPVTCEVQTUOQTGQRRQTVWPKV[VQTGEGKXG
TGDCVGUCPFDQPWUGUDCUGFQPVJGCOQWPVQH
PRO4 squares and components used over the
EQWTUGQHVJG[GCT(QTOQTGKPHQTOCVKQPXKUKV
www.iko.com.
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NEWSFROMNRCA
The Rosemont, Ill.-based National Roofing Contractors Association represents all segments of the roofing
industry, including contractors; manufacturers; distributors; architects; consultants; engineers; building
owners; and city, state and government agencies. NRCA’s mission is to infoårm and assist the roofing
industry, act as its principal advocate and help members in serving their customers. For information about
NRCA and its services and offerings, visit www.NRCA.net.

The Roofing Industry Alliance for Progress Names 2018-19
Board of Trustees
6JG4QQƒPI+PFWUVT[#NNKCPEGHQT2TQITGUUJCU
CPPQWPEGFKVUDQCTFQHVTWUVGGUHQTVJG
ƒUECN[GCT4QF2GVTKEMRTGUKFGPVQH4KFIGYQTVJ
4QQƒPI%Q+PE(TCPMHQTV+NNKPQKUJCUDGGP
GNGEVGFRTGUKFGPVQHVJG#NNKCPEG,QUJ-GNN[
XKEGRTGUKFGPVCPFIGPGTCNOCPCIGTQH1/)
4QQƒPI2TQFWEVU#ICYCO/CUUCEJWUGVVU
YCUGNGEVGFXKEGRTGUKFGPVCPF&CPG$TCFHQTF
RTGUKFGPVQH$TCFHQTF4QQH/CPCIGOGPV
$KNNKPIU/QPVCPCYCUGNGEVGFUGETGVCT[
VTGCUWTGT
#FFKVKQPCNN[VJGHQNNQYKPIYGTGCRRTQXGFVQ
UGTXGQPVJGDQCTF
v )TGI$NQQOEJKGHUCNGUCPFOCTMGVKPIQHƒEGT
CV#NNKGF$WKNFKPI2TQFWEVU%QTR'FOQPFU
9CUJKPIVQP

v $QD&CN[RTGUKFGPVQH-CY4QQƒPICPF
5JGGV/GVCN+PE-CPUCU%KV[-CPUCU
v 4WF[)WVKGTTG\RTGUKFGPVCPFEJKGHGZGEWVKXG
QHƒEGTQH5JGNN4QQƒPI5QNWVKQPU)TQWR
%JKPQ%CNKHQTPKC
v 5VGXG-WDKEMCTGIKQPCNUCNGUOCPCIGTHQT
VJG0QTVJYGUVTGIKQPHQTǡ2QN[INCUU75#
&GGTƒGNF$GCEJ(NQTKFC
v &CXG.CYNQT0QTVJ#OGTKECPUCNGUOCPCIGT
HQT41%-911.+PE/KNVQP1PVCTKQ%CPCFC
v )GQTIG2CVVGTUQPRTGUKFGPVQH$GPPGVV
$TQUUGCW4QQƒPI+PE4QOGQXKNNG+NNKPQKU
v ,QPCVJCP4GCFGTOCPCIGTHQT4$4QQƒPI
..%)CTNCPF6GZCU
v 6QO5CGNKEJKGHGZGEWVKXGQHƒEGTQH&WTQ
.CUV+PE5CIKPCY/KEJKICP

v %JTKU5CNC\CTEJKGHGZGEWVKXGQHƒEGTQH
-CTPCM%QTR%NCTM0GY,GTUG[
v -[NG6JQOCUQYPGTCPFXKEGRTGUKFGPVQH
6JQOCU4QQƒPI/QDKNG#NCDCOC
v &CPKGN6KPMGTRTGUKFGPVCPFEJKGHGZGEWVKXG
QHƒEGTQH545&KUVTKDWVKQP+PE/E-KPPG[
6GZCU
v -GNN[8CP9KPMNGXKEGRTGUKFGPVQHEQPVTCEVU
HQT-KPIQH6GZCU4QQƒPI%QORCP[.2)TCPF
2TCKTKG6GZCU
v 6QO9CNMGTGZGEWVKXGFKTGEVQTQHEQOOGTEKCN
TQQƒPIHQT#$%5WRRN[%Q+PE$GNQKV
9KUEQPUKP
v &CXKF9QTMOCPRTGUKFGPVCPFEJKGH
GZGEWVKXGQHƒEGTQH4QQH%QPPGEV5JGTKFCP
#TMCPUCU

Two great companies

UNDER ONE ROOF!

—800.828.8424—

When it rains,

Marathon
shines!

From ordinary to

extraordinary

ALUMINATOR

Ideal for all
Tile and Decking
applications.

All Aluminum Retroﬁt Drain
• New and improved dome and ring castings
• Available in PVC and TPO coatings
• Rubber mechanical expansion seal
• New and improved packaging

marathondrains.com

20 Roof ing

Self-Leveling Technology
• Adjustable Pedestal Supports—level uneven surfaces used in
concrete, porcelain, wood tiles and decking applications
• Automatic Self-Leveling Head—compensates up to a
5% gradient
• Adjustment Key—allows adjustment without
removing the tile
• Fixed Supports
—800.828.8424—
• IPE Deck Tiles
mrpsupports.com
• Reduced Installation Time
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WE STOP LEAKS EVERYWHERE.

Ad Name
ALMOST.

Nobody does dry better than Geocel®, so choose Geocel sealants and you’ll know the job’s
done right — without leaks, problems or call-backs.
Geocel has a high-performance sealant for almost any application and substrate, plus a
long-standing reputation so strong, you can build yours on it, too. Next time, choose Geocel.

NEW
Waterproof
Tube

For more information, please call 800-348-7615

geocelusa.com
Powerful Waterproof Protection

Geocel 2300 ® is not available in California. © Geocel
GEOC 339/18
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rd orders
99% of standa

9911 E. 53rd
64133
Raytown, MO
Local
816-358-9898
Fax
800-844-1199
Ntl
800-821-5448

Rd.
CHICAGO
Brittmoore
ne St. 1414
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2575 W. LeMoy 60160 Houston, TX
IL
Local
Melrose Park,
713-647-8665
Local
Fax
708-615-1450
713-647-8635
Fax
Ntl
708-615-1451
800-988-5490
Ntl
800-573-7787
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6455 Dean Martin
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Las Vegas,
Local
702-566-1555
Fax
702-566-0175
Ntl
866-936-8665

t same day!

will ship tha

MEMPHIS

LAS VEGAS
Dr. “J”

ST. PAUL

ST. LOUIS

Rd.
3700 Cherry
38118
Memphis, TN
Local
901-369-8000
Fax
901-369-0105
Ntl
800-727-0288
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2316 Territo
55114
St. Paul, MN
Local
651-644-1212
Fax
651-644-1124
Ntl
800-755-2426

idge Dr.
12800 Pennr
63044
Bridgeton, MO
Local
314-739-8771
Fax
314-739-8691
Ntl
800-444-0515

PG. 85

D•F

RIVETS
®

Coat
With DynaPG. 67-75
S

RILLER
D•F SELF-D

Dynamic Fastener has
RD®
DYNA-GUA
released a new version of
its popular tool and fastener
hand guide. The 132-page,
2
0
full-color free publication
48
1
(800) 821-54
8
provides concise answers
to questions pertaining to
fastener applications, engineering data, availability of types,
size ranges and fastener materials. In addition to discussing
screws and anchors, the guide provides prices and other
useful information relating to flashings, sealants, insulation
tapes, safety equipment, hand tools, power tools and more.
The publication also includes details on the Dyna-Guard snow
retention system for metal roofs. For more information or to
order the free resource guide, call (800) 821-5448.
-PREMIUM

D•F ULTRA

TED™ NUT

IMPACT-TES
With Mag

5/16 x 2-9/16”

RUNNERS

10 $2.50
100 $1.75

D•F SNOW

Call

S
METAL ROOF

12V RIVET
TOOL KIT
RY
FREE BATTE

2550-22

$299

NIBBLER

PG. 22

#BLK-1.3CS

H 31,

MARC
ANTEED UNTIL
PRICES GUAR

$672

LEAKY METAL
®

D•F DROP-STOP

PG. 38

D•F

ROOF?

PG. 56

- SUBJECT

#3
10+

TO CHANGE

$5.50
WITHOUT

Chem Link has refreshed and relaunched www.chemlink.com.
The new website features over 300 SKUs and supporting product
literature and is now designed to streamline the process of
EWUVQOGTUƒPFKPIVJGTKIJVRTQFWEVUHQTVJGKTPGGFUVJTQWIJ
GPJCPEGFRTQFWEVUGCTEJƒNVGTUCRTQFWEVXKFGQNKDTCT[CPFCP
improved user experience. Enhancements include upgraded search
functionality and improved navigation throughout the site. In
addition to the new features of the website, Chem Link customers
ECPUVKNNƒPFCNNVJGUCOGRTQFWEVUDTQEJWTGUVGEJFCVCUJGGVUCPF
pertinent information on proper product usage through the easy-tocustomize search engine and resource library. Information can also
DGGOCKNGFHTQORTQFWEVRCIGUCPFEWUVQOGTUECPƒPFKPHQTOCVKQP
on what colors, sizes and product quantities are available before
making a purchase.
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© Copyright
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Chem Link Launches New
Website
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Innovative Designer and Manufacturer of Adhesives, Sealants
and Tapes for the Commercial Roofing Industry

Lockin’ Pocket®

Application Eqiupment

EternaBond®

Millennium Adhesives

EPDM Restoration

Innovation: Advanced adhesives, sealing systems and tapes
Speed: Patented adhesive applicators* for fast installation
Green: Essentially VOC free adhesives from rapidly renewable materials
Safety: Unique products that improve jobsite safety
Tel: 1-800-248-4010
www.royaladhesives.com

* US 9,573,150 B2; US 9,566,594 B2; US 9,174,234 B2; CA 2,806,690 C;
US 9,498,792 B2; US 9,381,536 B2; US 7,056,556 B2; US D501,855 S;
CA 2,493,739 C

Royal Adhesives and Sealants is a Proud Sponsor & Supporter
of the Commercial Roofing Industry

14-0102-01

MEMBER

Associate Member
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EVENTS
SEPTEMBER
20-23
SRCA CONFERENCE AND ANNUAL MEETING
Grove City, Pennsylvania
5NCVG4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYUNCVGTQQHGTUQTI

24-27

FUTURE EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE
Chicago, Illinoisǡǡ
0CVKQPCN4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYPTECPGV

24-27
SOLAR POWER INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SHOW
Anaheim, California
5QNCT'PGTI[+PFWUVTKGU#UUQEKCVKQP 5'+#
5OCTV'NGEVTKE2QYGT#NNKCPEG 5'2# ǡ
YYYUQNCTRQYGTKPVGTPCVKQPCNEQO

24-28
CITIES ALIVE 2018
Brooklyn, New York
YYYEKVKGUCNKXGQTI

OCTOBER
3-5

CERTA TRAIN-THE-TRAINER
AUTHORIZATION AND REAUTHORIZATION
SPECIAL TWO-DAY PROGRAM
Omaha, Nebraska
0CVKQPCN4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYPTECPGV

NOVEMBER
6-8
NRCA QUALIFIED TRAINER COURSE
Rockdale, Illinois
0CVKQPCN4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYPTECPGV

7
FOR FOREMEN ONLY, LEVEL 2
Rosemont, Illinois
0CVKQPCN4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYPTECPGV

13-16

9

14-16

METALCON 2018
Charlotte, North Carolina
YYYOGVCNEQPEQO

10-12

TEXAS ROOFING CONFERENCE
PRESENTED BY RCAT
Grapevine, Texas
4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQPQH6GZCU
YYYTQQƒPIEQPVTCEVQTUVGZCUEQO

I SEPTEMBER . OCTOBER 2018

24-25

NRCA FALL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Chicago
0CVKQPCN4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYPTECPGV

10-12

24 Roof ing

MRCA CONFERENCE AND EXPO
Omaha, Nebraska
/KFYGUV4QQƒPI%QPVTCEVQTU#UUQEKCVKQP
YYYOTECQTI

CONSTRUCT
Long Beach, California
YYYEQPUVTWEVUJQYEQO

RETROFIT CONFERENCE 2018
Charlotte, North Carolina
YYYTGVTQƒVEQPHGTGPEGEQO
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24-26

GREENBUILD
Chicago
YYYITGGPDWKNFGZRQEQO

16-17
RCI BUILDING ENVELOPE SYMPOSIUM
Nashville, Tennessee
4%++PE
YYYTEKQPNKPGQTI

MORE...
VIEW MORE INDUSTRY EVENTS ONLINE AT
WWW.ROOFINGMAGAZINE.COM/EVENTS.
IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT TO SHARE, EMAIL IT TO
CHRIS@ROOFINGMAGAZINE.COM.

Ad Name

Tradition for Today.
With Lapolla Roof Coatings not only are you getting industry leading technology and
support, you are part of over 40 YEARS of experience. Lapolla has stood the test of time
to deliver our customers ease when it comes to doing their job.
The products’ excellent hide covers roof substrates in the ﬁrst coat, providing consistent
product QUALITY and exceptional reﬂectivity. Plus, our coatings are backed by trusted
CREDENTIALS that are recognized globally.
From direct bond Restoration Coatings Systems to Coatings for spray foam,
Lapolla has all of your solutions for Acrylic and Silicone elastomeric Coatings as
well as caulks, sealants, primers and patching compounds.

A brand of Icynene-Lapolla
icynene-lapolla.com
CIRCLE NO. 16 / RoofingMagazine.com

1. 877.636.2648

MATERIALS
&GADGETS
,QVXODWLRQ2ʰHUV
High Thermal
(ʳFLHQF\0LQLPDO
Thickness

Kingspan Optim-R is a next-generation
eneration insulation
comprising rigid vacuum insulation panels (VIP) with a
microporous core, which is evacuated, encased and sealed in a thin,
gas-tight envelope designed to provide outstanding R-values and an
ultra-thin insulation solution. According to the manufacturer, the high
NGXGNQHVJGTOCNGHƒEKGPE[ťWRVQ4QPKPEJCPF4QPKPEJ
WUKPIECNEWNCVGFGFIGVJGTOCNTGUKUVCPEGRTQRGTVKGUťEQODKPGFYKVJ
minimal thickness, provides an ideal solution for applications where
a lack of construction space or depth is an issue, such as commercial
TQQƒPIHQTUKPINGRN[NQYUNQRGCPF+4/#U[UVGOU
www.KingspanInsulation.us | Circle No. 17

New Sealant
and Patch
Mastic Designed
for Durability,
Sustainability
Chem Link launches NovaLink FP,
a flash and patch mastic product,
ct,
available in a 10.1-ounce cartridge.
NovaLink FP is a high-quality, moistureeEWTKPIGNCUVQOGTKEYCVGTRTQQƒPICPF
UGCNCPVFGUKIPGFVQƒNNUGCNCPFNGXGN
grout lines, voids, seams and surface
damage on construction materials prior
or
VQCRRNKECVKQPQHNKSWKFYCVGTRTQQƒPI
According to the manufacturer, the
product is also useful for repairing rooff
leaks, asphalt shingles, roof valleys
aand seams, chimney flashings and in
eemergency roof repair situations.
www.ChemLink.com | Circle No. 18
w

Dual-Component Extruder Minimizes
Downtime
The Garlock Cyclone 5/15 Dual-Component Extruder is designed
VQUKIPKƒECPVN[TGFWEGVJGVKOGCPFOCVGTKCNUPGGFGFVQCFJGTG
rigid insulation and cover boards to structural roof decks, as well as
CFJGTKPIHNGGEGDCEMGFUKPINGRN[OGODTCPGUKPDQVJPGYTQQƒPICPF
recover operations. The Cyclone equally dispenses a two-component, 1:1
ratio low viscosity polyurethane adhesive. Users can access connectors
and load chemical containers from the front without kneeling or
crouching, and the adjustable gun assembly and ergonomic design help
reduce application errors and training time.
www.GarlockEquip.com | Circle No. 19
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5 G
5HGHVLJQHG5RRI+DWFKHV2ʰHU
G
I
K
ʰ
Higher Insulation Value
H
JL Industries releases a redesigned line of steel and
aluminum roof hatches providing higher insulation
value, easier installation and improved cover operation. The
new Diamond Series is designed to reduce energy costs with
R-6 polyisocyanurate insulation in both curb and cover –
exceeding IECC requirements of R-5 for curbs. One-handed
latch opening for ladder access and counter-balanced lids
provide the functionality and safety building owners are
looking for to comply with OSHA fall protection. Installation
is easier with the new Diamond Grip feature that secures the
TQQƒPIOGODTCPGCPFDCEMGTTQFYKVJQWVURGEKCNVQQNU
www.Activarcpg.com/JL-Industries | Circle No. 20

BREAKING NEWS!

INTRODUCING THE METAL PLUS

Universal Safety Anchor
for Standing Seam Metal Roofs!
Have you been dissatisﬁed with the Anchor points currently on the market, which causes serious damage
to the standing seam panels? Their primitive design are cumbersome, some gouge
the panels, and others are limited to a few panel proﬁles!
ENTER METAL PLUS LLC: To revolutionize the industry of anchor points, with
our well-designed and engineered Universal Safety Anchor! Previous anchor points
are now obsolete by eliminating the following problems:
 £NO MORE adjusting set screws!
 £NO MORE replacing parts!
 £NO MORE set screws gouging and
damaging panels!
 £NO MORE voiding manufacturers
warranty on panels!

Universal Safety Anchor
F O R S TA N D I N G S E A M R O O F S
Product Line of

 £NO MORE rusting of panels when
anchor points are removed!
 £NO MORE complaining customers of
excessive damage to panels!
 £NO MORE dismantling of anchor point
required!

/0%. s #,/3% s 4/215% s )4 4!+%3 ,%33 4(!. ! -).54% 4/ ).34!,,
OPEN

CLOSE

TORQUE

COME VISIT OUR BOOTH #913 FOR
A HANDS-ON DEMONSTRATION!
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MATERIALS
&GADGETS
Gravity Vent
Delivers
Natural
Ventilation

Acme Cone
CompanyKPVTQFWEGU
CPGYITCXKV[XGPVVJCVFGNKXGTUPCVWTCN
XGPVKNCVKQPHQTDWKNFKPIUYKVJUKPINGRN[TQQHUYJGPYKPFQYU
CPFQVJGTXGPVKNCVKQPUQNWVKQPUCTGPQVCPQRVKQP6JGXGPVKU
CXCKNCDNGKPUVCPFCTFUK\GUQHCPFKPEJGUKPYJKVGITC[
CPFVCP+VKUPQYCXCKNCDNGHQTQTFGTCPFKOOGFKCVGUJKROGPV
#EEQTFKPIVQVJGEQORCP[EQPVTCEVQTUWUKPI#EOG%QPGŨU
RTGHCDTKECVGFHNCUJKPIUDGPGƒVHTQOOQTGGHƒEKGPVCPFRTQFWEVKXG
ETGYUYJQCTGPŨVURGPFKPIWPPGEGUUCT[VKOGHNCUJKPIKPVJGƒGNF
www.AcmeCone.com | Circle No. 22

Structural Acoustical Roof Decks
Reduce Noise Levels
6GEVWO5VTWEVWTCN#EQWUVKECN4QQH&GEMUQNWVKQPUHTQO
#TOUVTQPI$WKNFKPI5QNWVKQPURTQXKFGRTGFKEVCDNG
PQKUGCDUQTRVKQPFWTCDKNKV[CPFUWUVCKPCDKNKV[VQOGGVDWKNFKPI
FGUKIPPGGFU%QORQUKVGTQQHFGEMQRVKQPURTQXKFG4XCNWGU
WRVQ$[RTQXKFKPIPQKUGCDUQTRVKQPWRVQVJGRCPGNU
QHVGPGNKOKPCVGVJGPGGFHQTCFFKVKQPCNCEQWUVKECNVTGCVOGPVU
RTQXKFKPIHCUVGTCPFGCUKGTKPUVCNNCVKQPUVJCPUVCPFCTFUVGGNTQQH
FGEMU#EEQTFKPIVQVJGOCPWHCEVWTGT6GEVWO4QQH&GEMUǡCTG
CPKFGCNPQKUGTGFWEVKQPUQNWVKQPHQTNCTIGJKIJVTCHƒEGZRQUGF
UVTWEVWTGURCEGUUWEJCUCWFKVQTKWOUI[OPCUKWOUCTGPCU
RQQNUKEGCTGPCUCPFOWNVKWUGHCEKNKVKGU
YYY#TOUVTQPI$WKNFKPI5QNWVKQPUEQO | Circle No. 23

Pitch Pans Can Be Used on Horizontal
and Vertical Surfaces

Steel Shingle Captures Classic
Cottage Look

6JGPGYǡ5JCRG5JKHVNKPGǡHTQOǡMule-Hide Products Co. Inc.ǡKU
CUKPINGUQNWVKQPHQTETGCVKPIRKVEJRCPUHQTWUGKPXKTVWCNN[
CP[NQYUNQRGTQQƒPILQDKPENWFKPIYKVJUOQQVJOQFKƒGFDKVWOGP
U[UVGOUCPFQPDQVJJQTK\QPVCNCPFXGTVKECNUWTHCEGU6JGNKPGť
EQPUKUVKPIQHǡ5JCRG5JKHV2KVEJ2CPǡUVTCKIJVCPFQWVUKFGEQTPGT
UGEVKQPUCPFǡ/2.KSWKF5GCNCPVǡťECPDGWUGFYKVJ'2&/62128%
OGVCNURTC[RQN[WTGVJCPGHQCO 52( GNCUVQOGTKECET[NKEEQCVKPI
UOQQVJOQFKƒGFDKVWOGPCPFUOQQVJDWKNVWRTQQƒPIU[UVGOUǡ6JG
UVTCKIJVCPFEQTPGTUGEVKQPUHGCVWTGKPVGTNQEMKPILQKPVUCPFUPCR
VQIGVJGTVQHQTOUSWCTGCPFTGEVCPIWNCTRKVEJRCPUKPEJGUD[
KPEJGUCPFNCTIGTǡ

#OGVCNUJKPINGRTQFWEVFGUKIPGFHQTFWTCDKNKV[CPFEWTD
CRRGCNBoral SteelŨU%QVVCIG5JKPINGETGCVGUCUVTQPI
YGCVJGTVKIJVGPXKTQPOGPVCNN[HTKGPFN[OGVCNCPFUVQPGTQQHVJCV
RTQVGEVUVJGJQOGHQTOCP[FGECFGU6JGOCVGTKCNWUGUEQPVTCUVKPI
UVQPGEJKREQNQTUVQRTQXKFGCOWNVKDNGPF *& CEEGPVVQUWKV
CNOQUVCP[CTEJKVGEVWTG'CEJRCPGNGHHGEVKXGN[KPEQTRQTCVGUQHHUGV
OWNVKITQQXGFFGGRYGCVJGTUKFGNCRYKVJ*K.QRCPGNUWTHCEGU
VJCVETGCVGVJGENCUUKEEQVVCIGNQQM$QTCN%QVVCIG5JKPINGTQQƒPI
KUCXCKNCDNGKPCXCTKGV[QHEQNQTUKPENWFKPI5JCFQY9QQF9CNPWV
9GCVJGTGF6KODGT$KTEJ%GFCTCPF5CIG)TGGP6JGRTQFWEVKU
6KVNGEQORNKCPVQHHGTU#%NCUU#(KTG4CVKPICPFKUOCFGHTQO
WRVQRGTEGPVTGE[ENGFOCVGTKCN

www.MuleHide.com | Circle No. 24
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YYY$QTCN#OGTKECEQO4QQƒPI | Circle No. 25

Looking to Save Labor?
Look No Further!

SpeedTite Drain
S
TerminEdge Fascia

OlyBond500 Canisters

RhinoBond Hand Welder

When it comes to saving time and labor on your next project, look no further than the line-up
of productivity enhancers from OMG Rooﬁng Products. We have several new products that
can help you save precious time and labor.
OlyBond500 Canisters can provide up to 20% more coverage than other canister adhesives
and up to 35 squares per set for insulation attachment. TerminEdge Fascia is fast and easy
to install, and Factory Mutual tested and approved. Best of all, through our exclusive Express
Edge program, it ships in three days! SpeedTite Retro Drains install in seconds and ﬂow
like OEM drains, getting water and excessive weight off the roof fast! Nothing is faster
than RhinoBond for attaching membrane and insulation – even on parapet walls and
under raised equipment!
When you add up the potential time savings, the line-up of new productivity enhancers from
OMG Rooﬁng Products makes good cents, no matter how you spell it.
For more information or a hands-on demonstration,
contact your local OMG Field Sales Representative.

Superior productivity.
Superior performance.
800 633 3800

www.OMGRooﬁng.com
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MATERIALS
&GADGETS
8QGHUOD\PHQW
&DQ%H
Customized
:LWK&RPSDQ\
Logo

%GTVCKP6GGFŨU
RoofRunner
WPFGTNC[OGPVECPPQY
DGEWUVQOK\GFCNNQYKPI
companies to have their logo
RTKPVGFFKTGEVN[QPVQVJGHCEG
QHVJGWPFGTNC[OGPVUJGGV
%WUVQOK\GF4QQH4WPPGT
RTQOKPGPVN[FKURNC[UCTQQƒPIEQORCP[ŨUNQIQQPCKPEJD[
KPEJRTKPVCTGCVJCVTGRGCVUVJTQWIJQWVVJGNGPIVJQHVJGUJGGV
offering 1,000 square feet of advertising space per roll. RoofRunner
KUCNKIJVYGKIJVRQN[OGTDCUGFU[PVJGVKEWPFGTNC[OGPVFGUKIPGF
HQTWUGQPTQQHFGEMUCUCYCVGTTGUKUVCPVNC[GTDGPGCVJCURJCNV
UJKPINGU6QETGCVGCEWUVQOK\GF4QQH4WPPGTQTFGTEWUVQOGTU
UJQWNFEQPVCEV%GTVCKP6GGF%WUVQOGT5GTXKEGD[RJQPGCV  
QTUGPFCPGOCKNVQEVTRITEEU"UCKPVIQDCKPEQO
YYY%GTVCKP6GGFEQO | Circle No. 27

8QGHUOD\PHQW&DQ%H8VHGLQ
Vertical Applications
/(/$WKNFKPI2TQFWEVUCPPQWPEGUVJCVKVU7NVTC
*69KPF9CVGT5GCNJKIJVGORGTCVWTGTQQƒPI
WPFGTNC[OGPVECPDGWUGFHQTXGTVKECNUKFGYCNNCRRNKECVKQPU
6JKUUGNHCFJGTKPIOGODTCPGKUEQORQUGFQHCEQQNYJKVG
ETQUUNCOKPCVGFJKIJFGPUKV[RQN[GVJ[NGPGƒNONCOKPCVGFVQ
CJKIJVGORGTCVWTGTWDDGTK\GFCURJCNVCFJGUKXGU[UVGOTCVGF
to 250 degrees Fahrenheit. According to the manufacturer, this
RTGOKWORTQFWEVKUGZVTGOGN[VQWIJKUUGNHUGCNKPICTQWPF
HCUVGPGTUCPFQHHGTUCFC[78GZRQUWTGTCVKPI6JGEQORCP[
UVCVGUVJCV7NVTC*6KUKFGCNHQTXGTVKECNCRRNKECVKQPUWPFGT
OGVCNRCPGNU[UVGOUCPFRCTCRGVYCNNUECRRGFYKVJOGVCNVKNGU
5RGEKCNKPUVCNNCVKQPKPUVTWEVKQPUOWUVDGHQNNQYGFHQTCNNXGTVKECN
applications.
YYY/(/DREQO | Circle No. 28

Conductive
Primer
Developed
for Electronic
Testing
Detec Systems
has developed
TruGround, a conductive
primer which enables
accurate electronic leak
detection (ELD) testing
on conventional roof
membranes including black
'2&/62128%OQFKƒGF
bitumen, hot and cold fluid applied. According to the manufacturer,
6TW)TQWPFOWUVDGKPUVCNNGFǡFKTGEVN[DGNQYǡVJGOGODTCPGRGT#56/
&6TW)TQWPFECPDGWUGFHQTSWCNKV[CUUWTCPEGVGUVKPIQPPGYN[
KPUVCNNGFOGODTCPGUCPFKUEJGOKECNN[EQORCVKDNGYKVJHWNN[CFJGTGF
OGEJCPKECNN[CVVCEJGFCPFVQTEJFQYPOGODTCPGUǡ1PEGCRRNKGF
ELD testing can be performed for the life of the roof. Future breaches
QTUGCOXQKFUECPDGSWKEMN[RKPRQKPVGFCNNQYKPITGRCKTUVQDGFQPG
KOOGFKCVGN[RTGXGPVKPIEQUVN[OQKUVWTGFCOCIGHTQOQEEWTTKPI

6TGOEQ4QQƒPICPF$WKNFKPI/CKPVGPCPEG launches six
PGY#NRJC)WCTF$+16QR%QCVEQNQTUNKIJVITC[OGFKWO
ITC[FCTMITC[UCPFDGKIGCPFUCHGV[[GNNQY6JGNKPGGPCDNGU
6TGOEQ4QQƒPIVQDGVVGTUWRRQTVKVUEWUVQOGTUŨCGUVJGVKECPF
UCHGV[TGSWKTGOGPVUQPVJGEQORCP[ŨU#NRJC)WCTF$+1RTQLGEVU
#NRJC)WCTF$+16TGOEQ4QQƒPIŨUHNWKFCRRNKGFTQQƒPIU[UVGO
is an excellent choice for restoring older but still functional roofs;
both the Top Coat and Base Coat have received BioPreferred
EGTVKƒECVKQPHTQOVJG75&GRCTVOGPVQH#ITKEWNVWTG6JGPGY
EQNQTUCFFVQCPCNTGCF[TQDWUVRCNGVVGHQT#NRJC)WCTF6QR%QCV
which includes such options as terra cotta, garnet and patina
green.

www.DetecSystems.com | Circle No. 29

YYY6TGOEQ4QQƒPIEQO | Circle No. 30
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Available in New Colors

THERE ARE INNOVATORS...
AND THEN THERE
ARE IMITATORS.
COLORGARD® – OFTEN IMITATED, NEVER DUPLICATED.
•

500+ roof profiles, materials, and gauges that are
individually load tested for holding strength

•

Fully engineered systems with
PE stamp available

•

Simple-to-use online snow guard calculator

•

Lifetime Performance Warranty* available

•

No-cost 25-year manufacturer’s warranty*

•

26 years of proven performance

•

Available at 40 locations nationwide

•

AND still lower cost than the look-alikes

Why take chances with untested, unwarranted imitations?
What’s on your roof? Choose S-5!, The Right Way!™

Contact your local distrubutor
or visit www.S-5.com to learn more
888-825-3432 | www.S-5.com
Visit our website for warranty details
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ROOFERS’CHOICE
MATERIALS

9TKVEHIH'ET7XETPIV3ŲIVW)EWMIV
0SEHMRKERH)\XIRHIH8SSP0MJI
ational Nail recently
upgraded its 18-gauge
Stinger CS150B Cap
Stapler with an enhanced design that
improves performance
with easier loading, longer tool life, and
tool-free adjustable exhaust. Shooting
200 caps and 200 staples before reloading, the versatile cap stapler now
also provides a wider range of operating
pressure (up to 120 psi), which makes
it ideal for installing roofing underlayments, house wrap, and foamboard.
“We listened to our contractors to
make several enhancements to the
Stinger CS150B that make the tool even

Ş;IPMWXIRIHXSSYV
GSRXVEGXSVWXSQEOI
WIZIVEPIRLERGIQIRXW
XSXLI7XMRKIV'7&
XLEXQEOIXLIXSSPIZIR
QSVIIŵGMIRXERHIEWMIV
XSYWISZIVEPSRKIV
TIVMSHSJXMQIXSQIIX
XLII\TIGXEXMSRWSJXMQI
WEZMRKWSRIEGLNSFş

more efficient and easier to use over a
longer period of time to meet the expectations of time savings on each job,”
said Roger Szotko, STINGER Product
Manager, National Nail. “Beyond that,
the CS150B offers the same lightweight,
compact design that reduces arm fatigue
and with fewer stops to reload.”

The Stinger CS150B shoots 5/8-inch,
7/8-inch, 1-1/4-inch, and 1-1/2-inch
length 18-gauge staples with full
1-inch plastic caps. It also includes an
installed belt hook, trigger with bumpfire and sequential modes, and a durable carrying case.

LEARN MORE
SEPTEMBER 2018

CHOICE

The “Roofers’ Choice” winner is determined by the product that
receives the most reader inquiries from the “Materials & Gadgets”
section in a previous issue. This product received the most inquiries
from our May/June 2018 issue.

THE INDUSTRY’S VOICE
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Visit: www.stingerworld.com
Call: (800) 968-6245
Circle No. 32
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BUSINESS SENSE
WRITTEN BY

CAROLINE TRAUTMAN

Mechanics’ Liens
Lien Pre-Notice Requirements Can Have
a Drastic Impact on Lien Claims
or contractors or subcontractors seeking past-due payment, mechanics’ liens are
often a necessary part of the collection process. The ability to encumber title to
a property — and potentially foreclose on the land to satisfy debt — is a uniquely
powerful tool claimants can utilize to collect final payment or favorably settle an
account, allowing contractors to close out their project files and move on. Each
state’s requirements differ, and precision and accuracy are typically imperative to
success. For example, missing the state statutory deadline or inaccurately describing the
subject property will usually invalidate the lien.
34 Roof ing
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Satisfying all of the requirements is
very important, as the mechanics’ lien
is often the only way to give real teeth
to a contractor’s claim for past-due
payment.
Accordingly, most subcontractors
and suppliers frown upon anything that
would make it more burdensome to
successfully make a lien claim. For this
reason, the emerging trend of “pre-notice” or “pre-lien” requirements — and
their potential deterrent effect on lien
claims — deserves attention. Twenty-five
states require lien claimants to provide
the project owner (or the owner’s agent)
with a “pre-notice,” which is a written
notice in which the claimant identifies
itself, the party with whom it contracted, and what labor or materials it will
be furnishing on the project. (States requiring a pre-notice in at least some circumstances include Arizona, Arkansas,
California, Florida, Georgia, Indiana,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee,
Utah, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming.)
A key characteristic of the pre-notice
is that it is a prerequisite to the later filing of a mechanics’ lien under at least
some circumstances. Pre-notice requirements usually require contractors and
subcontractors to take action at the beginning of a project to secure their future
right to file a mechanics’ lien — even if
at this stage they are owed no money
or have no reason to believe they would
ever need to file a lien. In nearly every
state with such a requirement, failing to
file the pre-notice is a complete bar to
ever filing a mechanics’ lien on the project in question. The pre-notice step is
typically in addition to the other steps
claimants already have to take to successfully make a lien claim. These other
steps usually include filing and serving
the lien and filing a lawsuit to enforce
the lien by the required deadlines.
Proponents of pre-notice requirements often point to the positive consequences they can have for both
claimants and project owners. Often,
the purpose of these requirements is to
place the project owner or its title insurer

on notice of all parties who are furnishing labor or materials on the property.
Notice of potential lien claimants helps
owners avoid liens from emerging retroactively through the doctrine of “relation
back,” which makes mechanics’ lien effective as of the date of the contractor’s
first date of furnishing of labor or materials, even if the lien is not filed until

later. Theoretically, if an owner knows
who all of the subcontractors and suppliers are before a closing or refinance
occurs, the owner will have an incentive
to pay any unpaid parties who could
later file liens that would relate back
to the parties’ first date of work on a
project and cloud the title after the sale
or refinance. Also, in many states the
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pre-notice will validate the lien even
when the pre-notice is served after the
statutory deadline as long as it is served
before the property refinances or conveys to a new owner.

POTENTIAL PITFALLS
Because they add steps to the administrative and legal procedure for lien filing and potentially deter claimants from
being successful, pre-notice requirements are generally unpopular among
lien claimants. A less obvious, but significant, consequence of pre-notice requirements is the negative impact they
can have on customer relationships. For
many general contractors, pre-notices
going from their subcontractors or suppliers to an owner feel overly aggressive
because they come at the beginning of
a project, when no money is likely to be
owed yet. General contractors do not
want their customers — the owners — to
think that their subcontractors are worried about being paid promptly. General
contractors also don’t enjoy the idea
that a subcontractor or supplier is litigious or intends to one day file a lien on
a project, and some of them make this
known to their subcontractors. The result? Many potential lien claimants will
refrain from filing or serving a pre-notice
in an effort to satisfy the general contractors. But if the general contractor or
owner encounters financial trouble or
fails to make contract payments down
the road, these would-be claimants
will have jeopardized or eliminated their
ability to assert a lien claim.
North Carolina’s statute is an example. The statute has long required that
lien claimants file and serve their liens
within 120 days of the last date of furnishing on a project and perfect their lien
claims with a lawsuit within 180 days
of the last date of furnishing. In 2013,
North Carolina’s legislature added a
pre-notice requirement that lien claimants file and serve a “Notice to Lien
Agent” within 15 days of commencement
or before a sale or refinance takes place.
A Lien Agent is the title insurance company assigned to the project. The Notice
to Lien Agent is typically served using
an approved statewide electronic filing
system that transmits notice not only to
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Satisfying all of the
requirements is very
important, as the
mechanics’ lien is often the
only way to give real teeth
to a contractor’s claim for
past-due payment.

the Lien Agent but also to the general
contractor. In addition to North Carolina,
another 10 of the other states with
pre-notice requirements also require the
notice to be sent to the prime contractor.
(These states include California, Georgia,
Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, Ohio,
Utah, Wyoming, and Virginia.)
For many general contractors, this
sends a message that subcontractors
or suppliers either don’t trust them to
make timely payments, or, worse, that
they intend to file a lien on the project.
One North Carolina concrete supplier
reported that as a regular practice, his
company files and serves a Notice to Lien
Agent on every project where it furnishes
material, but that “we’ve lost customers
over it.” He said that he understands why
some suppliers don’t file the Notice to
Lien Agent but said that for his company,
protecting prospective lien rights and the
right to full payment outweighs appeasing customers who are offended.
An impending change to the North
Carolina statute may complicate the
pre-notice procedure further. Beginning
October 1, duly filed and served Notices
to Lien Agent will expire after five years
and will have to be renewed at that
time. Furthermore, lien claimants will
be required to “cancel” their Notice to
Lien Agent “a reasonable time after the
potential lien claimant has confirmed its
receipt of final payment.”

Because North Carolina’s only approved electronic filing system for
Notices to Lien Agent, www.liensnc.
com, currently has no mechanism for
canceling a Notice to Lien Agent, under the current system if a lien claimant
has served the Notice, there is no official
way to un-serve it. When the new law
is passed and the electronic system is
changed accordingly, general contractors who make their displeasure known
to their subcontractors could potentially
influence their subcontractors to cancel
the pre-notice prematurely — thereby
potentially eliminating their ability to
file a mechanics’ lien, even if non-payment occurs.
Whether subcontractors and suppliers
want to make a regular practice of filing
and serving mechanics’ lien pre-notices
is a judgment call for them. But in an
increasing number of states, this could
mean effectively waiving any lien rights
they have.

AUTHOR’S NOTE
This article is not intended to give,
and should not be relied upon for,
legal advice. No action should
be taken in reliance upon the
information contained in this article
without obtaining the advice of an
attorney.
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MAX TEMP 250ºF
NON-SLIP SURFACE
Ultra HT Wind & Water Seal™ is the premium high temperature
underlayment designed to keep you cool in the most extreme
conditions. Discover all the advantages that Ultra HT offers on
your next project.

> Tough, durable cross-laminated top ﬁlm surface
> Maximum protection against extreme heat, rain or
ice dams
> Non-slip polymer surface for excellent foot traction
> Self-adhering and self-sealing for a complete waterproof bond
> ICC-ES ESR-1737, Florida Building Code FL#11842, Miami-Dade County
Approved and CCMC 14048-L

Visit mfmbp.com for FREE Samples and Downloads today.

(800) 882-7663
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DETAILS
WRITTEN BY

PAUL CASSERI

Three Shingle Installation Mistakes
That Cause Major Problems
By following installation guidelines, contractors can
produce a more professional-looking roof that will be far
less likely to experience problems a year, two years, or even
10 years down the road.
roof that isn’t installed precisely the way it was intended can be both unattractive
and incapable of standing
up to extreme weather
conditions. On a laminate shingle roof,
overlooking seemingly small details,
such as shingle alignment and nailing, can lead to serious problems. Here
are some of the most common details
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that, when improperly executed, can
have negative consequences later in
the installation or after completion of
the roof:

1. NO STARTER SHINGLES/
IMPROPER ALIGNMENT OF
SHINGLES AT EAVE AND RAKE
The starter shingle’s two purposes are
water protection and wind protection

at the eave and rake. A starter shingle is used to seal with the field shingle
at the first course along the eave and
rake. This helps prevent wind and water
from getting beneath the shingle in this
critical location. The underlayment is a
secondary water barrier if any moisture
gets beneath the shingles.
Starter shingles are installed so they
overhang the edge of the eaves slightly to allow for water runoff. Then a
course of shingles is installed on top
of the starter shingles, forming a front
line of defense for blow-offs and water
damage.
When roofers don’t use starter
shingles and install the first course of
PHOTOS: ATLAS ROOFING

is to ensure that shingles stay in place
and don’t cause leaks. Local building
codes and manufacturers’ instructions
give roofing contractors the directions
they need to fasten the shingles properly
to the roof deck. Guidelines specify the
number of nails per shingle and where
the nails should be placed.
In laminate shingles, the nailing zone
is referred to as the “common bond”
area of the shingle. The “common bond”
area includes the double-layer portion
of the shingle down to the exposure and
constitutes the proper nailing area as
identified in laminate shingle installation instructions. The “common bond”
nailing area must be targeted correctly
in order to obtain the proper wind performance as advertised by the shingle
manufacturer. Properly placed nails go
through two layers of shingles – penetrating through the previous shingle
course underneath – attaching them
securely to the roof deck. Nails placed
outside the common bond area can void
the roof’s warranty and prevent asphalt
shingles from performing as intended
during extreme weather.

CORRECT: The photo above
shows the starter shingle
installed correctly. Proper
alignment is crucial when
installing the starter shingles.
INCORRECT: When starter
shingles are not installed,
as shown on the right, water
channels can form where the
UJKPINGUCNKIPCETQUUVJGƒTUV
course.

shingles directly onto the eave or rake,
water channels can form where the
shingles align across the first course.
Moisture can then come into direct contact with the roof deck. Shingles farther up the roof are protected by the
courses beneath them, which catch and
divert any water that happens to drip
between the edges. The first course of
shingles needs the same defense from
the elements.

edge or rake should be followed precisely. If the starter shingle overhangs
the eave too much, a gust of strong
wind may lift the shingles and cause a
blow-off.

2. IMPROPER NAILING
The obvious purpose of proper nailing

Tip: Pneumatic nail guns are popular
among many roofers. The pressure on
the gun should be set correctly before
use. Nail heads should be flush with
the top of the shingle. If the pressure is
set too high, the gun will overdrive the
shingle, causing it to sink into the mat.
Too low, and nails will be under-driven, meaning they will stick out above
the top of the shingle. Incorrect pressure can also cause nails to be driven
in diagonally.
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Tip: Proper alignment is important when
installing both the starter shingles and
the first course of shingles. If the starter shingles are not secured correctly at
the eave or rake, and the first course of
shingles is not nailed down evenly across
the top of the starter shingles, the roof
may be at risk for wind and/or water
damage.
Manufacturer’s guidelines for the
proper overhang spacing at the drip
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Wind and wind-driven rain can lift
improperly nailed shingles and cause
water damage to the roof and possibly blow-offs. Using either too many
or not enough nails can weaken the
shingle’s performance, which can also
result in blow-offs.
Finally, roofers who prefer hammers
should be skilled enough to drive nails
consistently into shingles at the right
angle, not over- or under-drive them.

3. IMPROPER SHINGLE ALIGNMENT

INCORRECT: Proper alignment of the
shingles is crucial. In the photo above, the
top shingle has been placed too high.
INCORRECT: The shingle at the top of the
photo to the left has been placed too low.
INCORRECT: The photo below shows
improper alignment of the top course of
shingles.

Roof shingles are intended to be precisely aligned, both vertically and horizontally. Roofers lay out each course of
shingles in a staggered, stepped pattern (think of a brick wall). The shingle edges of one course must be offset
from the shingles below. Edges lined up
with each other would allow water to
seep through to the roof deck.
Installing shingles too high or too
low compared to the previous course
can affect the exposure, which in turn
would affect the aesthetics, wind performance and seal strength of the roof.
An improperly aligned shingle course
would be very noticeable and have a
wavy appearance that is unattractive
and amateurish.
Tip: Manufacturer’s instructions for
proper shingle alignment are printed
on the shingle wrapper.

ELIMINATING PROBLEMS PAYS BIG
DIVIDENDS
Roofers who are careful to avoid
these mistakes can avoid unintended
problems after installation. Using a
starter shingle at the eaves and rakes
can ensure that the installation is
off to a good start. Paying attention
to proper nailing and nail placement
within the common bond area on all
courses all the way up to the ridge
can optimize the roof’s performance
against wind and rain. Finally, carefully
aligning each course of shingles both
vertically and horizontally will give the
finished roof a professional appearance
and help to improve the homeowner’s
curb appeal.
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Fact or Fiction?
Mixing Exhaust Vent Types
Is Problematic
AIRFLOW DYNAMICS dictates avoiding it. The manufacturers’ Installation
Instructions caution against it. Building
Code cites it as a violation. And yet it
remains one of the most questioned,
challenged and, unfortunately, ignored
tips offered during our best practices in
residential attic ventilation seminars.
Is it really a problem to mix or combine different types of attic exhaust
ventilation (ridge vents, wind turbines,
gable louvers, box vents and power
fans) on the same roof above a common attic? And if it is, why will you see
it so often driving through any city in
North America?
Lack of information, misunderstanding the science, and resistance to
breaking old habits all contribute to the
persistence of mixed exhaust vents on
today’s roofs. We asked roofing contractors to share their experiences to
help explain what could go wrong.

PROBLEM NO. 1: INEFFICIENT
AIRFLOW
The main reason combining different
types of exhaust vents is problematic
is that it disturbs the proper flow of the
attic air. To best help fight heat buildup,
moisture buildup and ice dams, attic
ventilation must be a balanced system
of intake vents (placed low on the roof
in the soffit or at the roof’s edge) and
exhaust vents (placed at or near the
roof’s peak). This allows the incoming
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cooler, dryer air to enter the attic at the
lowest possible location, flush out any
built-up heat and moisture from inside
the attic all along the entire underside
of the roof deck, and push it out through
the exhaust vents high on the roof.
But, if two or more different types of
exhaust vents are in place, it short-circuits the system. Instead of the primary
path of air being into the intake vents
and out of the exhaust vents, the path
is mostly between the two styles of
exhaust vents. One of the types of exhaust vents becomes an intake vent because air will always follow the path of
least resistance. Air will always look for
the easiest, closest path to take. That
path happens to be between the two
types of exhaust vents. And that limits
the distribution of the air to the upper
region of the roof; or worse, it keeps the
air circulating between the distances of
the two vents closest to the peak. That
is not the best way to remove heat and
moisture buildup inside an attic.
“About five years ago, I had a seasoned roofer with me that just started
working for our company,” recalls roofing consultant Jerry Becker, Roof Life of
Oregon, Tigard, Oregon. “We walked up
to this apartment complex and I noticed
that there was a power fan alongside
can vents (box vents) and very little intake ventilation. I placed a friendly bet
with him stating that I know what the
plywood already looks like underneath

without looking at it. He argued with
me and said, ‘This roof has plenty of
ventilation; look at all the vents up top
and it even has a fan!’ So, I told him
that the plywood next to the fan and
the closest can vents and up to the
ridge is going to be perfect, but as soon
as you drop down about a foot from
the power fan the plywood will be as
black as night.
“We go inside the attic and what
do you think we found? Black microbial growth on the lower section of the
roof. It was so black that it was wet.
It is important not to mix exhaust vent
types. It’s bad enough when you do it
on a single dwelling home, but that
same mistake in a multi-family home is
deadly. Think of all the moisture that is
created by all the families — the washer/dryer, dishwasher, sinks, showers
and ourselves!”
Inefficient airflow not only can damage the roof deck but it can also prematurely age the asphalt shingles. “I
see examples of this all the time,” says
Trevor Atwell, owner, Atwell Exterior
Services LLC, Greenville, North Carolina.
“Premature aging of roofing materials,
buckled sheathing and signs of rotten
wood all due to the moisture and heat
being trapped.”
Ironically, sometimes the desire to
mix types of attic exhaust vents seems
reasonable on the surface. The homeowner or the roofing contractor wants
to improve the flow of air. Thus, adding
more vents — even if they are different types — seems logical. But more is
only better in this case if it’s more of the
same type. If improved airflow is the
goal, double-check if the correct type
of exhaust vent is being used to match
the size and design of the roof/attic and
if it’s being supplied with a balanced
amount of intake ventilation. Mixing
exhaust is not the solution.
“I have seen this in action and until it
was explained to me why I should avoid
it, the concept of mixed exhaust was a
mystery I had to punt to a colleague
or competitor” says Tim Chapin, owner,
Your Safe and Healthy Home, Akron,
Ohio. “I had a condo project with a
very complex roof made even worse
PHOTO: JERRY BECKER
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by the presence of ridge vents, gable
vents, soffit vents, and box vents. I was
amazed there was a problem because
it seemed to be ventilated to the max.
But now I know it was short-circuited.”
“We see it often with ridge vents
and a power fan just below the ridge
vent, or with box vents combined with
ridge vents; sometimes all three. We
call it the Ventilation Trifecta,” says
Tom Picha, steep slope consultant,
Affordable Roofing Inc., Aurora, Illinois.
“More is good in some cases. Not all.”
“I had a house I was asked to inspect. The house had a ridge vent, box
vents and vented drip edge on it,” says
Jeffrey Heitzenrater, owner, Triple Peaks
Roofing & Construction Inc., Westlake,
Ohio. “The first thing wrong was two
different types of exhaust vents. Upon
a complete attic inspection, we found
mold and mildew. The insulation was
also packed tight at the bottom, blocking off the intake system the previous
company installed. This particular roof
was only eight years old and all the

plywood is now bad. This was caused
from the trifecta — no intake, box vents
turning into intake and venting out of
the ridge vent.”

PROBLEM NO. 2: WEATHER
INFILTRATION
When you ask a vent to perform a task it
has not been designed to tackle, you’re
rolling the dice against Mother Nature.
An exhaust vent mixed with another type
of exhaust vent that suddenly is pulled
into intake airflow duties as a result
of short-circuiting is not only pulling
in air, but whatever the air is carrying
that very moment: rain, snow, debris.
Exhaust vents are not designed to ingest
anything.
“In the winter when freezing rain turns
into fine ice particles, I observed several
times the lower exhaust vents on the roof
becoming intake vents instead of exhaust
as designed and drawing in ice particles and snow,” says Steve DuCharme,
owner, Innovative Builders Roofing &
Construction, Edmond, Oklahoma.
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“I have witnessed snow ingestion into
the attic due to mixed exhaust vents,”
says Corey Ballweg, owner and president, Mid Town Construction Inc., Cross
Plains, Wisconsin.
“I recall an attic several years ago
that had ridge vent and two power
fans. They installed two because they
were told one wouldn’t pull enough
heat out,” says Paul Vosen, president, Degenhardt Home Improvement,
Madison, Wisconsin. “The house had
no overhangs and the attic floor was
insulated with a good vapor barrier. I
was there in the rain and both power fans were running. The attic was so
tight that the power fans were actually
pulling rain in through the ridge vent.
Never have I seen that before — nor
have I seen it since, but I never forgot it.”
The weather infiltration problems
that can result from mixing exhaust
vent types may not catch a homeowner’s attention right way. Not many
homeowners regularly check their attic.
“I worked on a roof that did not
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have any intake vents at the soffit but
did have two gable vents in addition,
a power fan, and four box vents,” says
Scott Dennison, president, Dennison
Exterior Solutions & Gutter Topper,
Saint Joseph, Michigan. “Over the brief
15-year life of the roof, when the power
vent would turn on it turned the four
box vents into intake vents which sucked

water into the attic and destroyed the
roof deck adjacent and below the vent.”
The most common exhaust mixture
our seminar attendees tell us they
see: gable end louvers combined with
something else. Often the homeowner demands that the roofing contractor leave the gable end vent in place
despite the fact a ridge vent is being

installed as an exhaust vent improvement. The homeowner’s reasoning: The
gable louver adds a decorative touch to
the home’s exterior. Solution: Do what
Ron Bastian does.
“I’ve noticed snow and wind-driven
rain coming in a gable end vent which
was combined with a ridge vent,” says
Bastian, owner and president, Bastian
Roofing Inc., Richfield, Wisconsin. “We
closed up the gable end vent from inside the attic and this cured the problem I was called out for.” By closing up
the gable vent from inside, the attic
short-circuiting is eliminated and the
homeowner can still enjoy the cosmetics from the exterior.
“We have witnessed numerous issues related to short-circuiting,” says
Shawn Bellis, owner, EPIC Exteriors,
Overland Park, Kansas. “We’ve seen fine
wind-driven Midwest snow sucked into
the exhaust vents — gable vents mixed
with ridge vents, for example.”
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Inefficient airflow, mold, rotted decking, prematurely aging shingles, and
weather infiltration into the attic does
not have to be the final outcome.
There’s a better way, but it may take
a commitment to educating the homeowner and fellow roofing contractors.
I believe that’s one of the reasons our
best practices seminars are so well
received.
“I had mixed attic ventilation on my
own home,” says Sean Toms, quality control inspector, S & K Roofing,
Eldersburg, Maryland. “After attending
the seminar a few years ago, I looked
in my attic. I had condensation on the
roof nails. I had a ridge vent, fully vented soffit and gable vents. I closed the
gable vents and added insulation to my
attic floor. Problem solved.”
“I seem to run into mixed exhaust
vents every week. Homeowners think
that the more types of ventilation on the
roof the better they are,” says Richard
Turner, owner, RJ Turner Remodeling,
LLC, High Point, North Carolina. “After
explaining the things I have learned in
the Air Vent Inc. seminars, they quickly understand the correct way things
should be done.”
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service and products that we can give
our customers.
A few insights, based on my
experience:

1. SCIENCE SPEAKS.

Codes and Standards:

Dealing With Decision Makers
DURING THE past ten years, in my
role as Associate Executive Director
of the EPDM Roofing Association
(ERA), much of my professional focus
has been on monitoring the development of building codes and standards that could impact the products
of our members, and the people who
use those products. This past decade
has been marked by intense debate,
focusing on issues such as how the
design of buildings can save energy,
protect the health of the people who
work there, and resist the ravages of
increasingly frequent intense and even
cataclysmic weather events. It has
been an important time for the roofing
industry to be engaged.
Given the complexity of the multiple codes and standards that impact
roofing, it’s important to know the
difference between codes and standards. To clarify, building codes are
a set of rules that are frequently adopted into law, and are designed to
specify the minimum requirements to
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safeguard the health, safety and welfare of building occupants. Building
standards are set by national organizations such as ASHRAE and determine
the performance requirements of the
materials used in building construction. While standards are frequently
incorporated into codes, that is not
always the case.
Each year, ERA has increased its
commitment of time and resources to
stay abreast of proposed changes in
codes and standards. As part of this
commitment, I have sat through, and
participated in, countless hours of
codes and standards meetings and
hearings, as well as related meetings
with individuals and groups who share
ERA’s goals. When I started out, I felt
that it was important for members of
the roofing industry to stay involved in
the code and standard-setting processes. A decade later, I am convinced
that participation by the roofing industry is essential if codes and standards are to support the best possible

ERA members, because of their close
relationship with contractors and consultants, want to make sure that the
choice of building materials is left in
the hands of the design professional,
the consultant, the architect, the engineer, the contractor and, of course,
ultimately the building owner or facility manager. When we have codes
and standards that do not reflect science-based evidence and/or the best
practices within the roofing industry,
then those stakeholders may not be
able to choose the best product for
the job at hand. In some cases, proposed modifications to existing codes
or standards are suggested by people
from the industry. In those instances,
our role is to provide research and evidence to support the proposed change.
Either way, science-based testimony
usually carries the day. Not always,
but without good scientific evidence to
support a specific position, the chances of winning are nil to none. It takes
time and clear thought to influence
the codes and standards process, but
without a base of indisputable scientific evidence, it’s hard to get out of the
starting gate.

2. COLLABORATION IS ESSENTIAL.
We have always welcomed forging
partnerships with like-minded roofing professionals. But there have also
been times when we have acted as
consulting partners with regulatory
agencies. A recent example: when regulatory agencies across the Northeast
and Mid-Atlantic states were charged
with improving air quality, they chose
to reduce the amount of allowable
volatile organic compounds, or VOCs,
in adhesive sealants. This was a very
good idea, and the industry was certainly supportive of the intent, but the
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I am convinced that participation by
the roofing industry is essential if codes
and standards are to support the best
possible service and products that we
can give our customers.
way in which many of those states
intended to enact those VOC regulations would have crippled the roofing
industry. Essentially, the agencies were
taking a regulation that was written
for the state of California and applying
it universally across the New England
and Mid-Atlantic States.
So, ERA conducted studies, showing
how the climate of those Northeastern
and Mid-Atlantic states was dissimilar
from the climate of California. We also
provided technical information on how
product would react differently in those
different climates, and then we asked
for a delayed implementation period
to allow the research and development
divisions in our companies to develop
new products. These new products are
appropriate for use in the climates in
question and still allow the regulatory
agencies to achieve their goals, successfully reducing the amount of the
VOCs. Our participation was essential
to help the regulatory agencies draw
up a realistic timeline that would take
into account the needs of the roofing
industry.

3. MONITOR THE DECISION
MAKERS.
It’s important to monitor the discussion
surrounding any proposed changes in
codes and standards. It’s equally as
important to monitor who will be making the final decisions on these issues.
Since there are various facets of the
roofing industry, code-setting bodies
would be wise to ask the local roofing
experts for advice on whom to include
in their decision-making process. I’ve
seen instances where committees have
incorporated someone who may technically be from the roofing industry,
but that person’s breadth and depth
of knowledge is not appropriate for the
topic at hand.
CIRCLE NO. 43 / RoofingMagazine.com
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I would say we have seen mismatch
of decision makers when urban heat
island and cool roof issues are being
debated. An individual may know a
fair amount about climate change, but
that doesn’t mean the person necessarily understands the nuances of cool
roofing. Additionally, they may not be
aware of the breadth of research on
that topic and instead rely on dated information from college or grad school
without being appropriately briefed on
new and emerging research.

4. PREPARE FOR A VARIETY OF
RESPONSES.
We have worked with some regulatory
agencies during a collaborative process and they’ve been very grateful
for our input. There have been other situations where it seems that the
policymakers just want us to rubber
stamp their very well-intentioned but
ill-conceived draft codes. That’s not
something that we are willing to give.
These initiatives, these outreach campaigns, take a tremendous amount
of time and effort and financial resources, and difficult as it may be, our
members feel that they owe it to the
industry and their customers to make
sure that anything that we’re involved
in is done the right way and rooted in
science-based evidence. There are no
shortcuts in these sometimes very difficult fights.

5. EVERYONE CAN CONTRIBUTE.
Every member of the roofing community can be active and engaged and
make a contribution to ensuring that
codes and standards reflect the true
needs of the construction industry
and our customers. It’s very valuable
to build relationships with state legislators and attend town hall meetings. It is crucial to identify candidates

that are pro-business and pro roofing,
and support them financially as well
as from an educational perspective by
sharing information with them about
the roofing industry.
This is also critically important:
When you are asked to write a letter
to a key decision maker, be sure to do
it. Recently, as part of a campaign
to preserve choice of building products for roofers, I visited a city councilmember’s office. On the wall was
an enormous white board where every
single constituent member’s concern
was tracked, along with a reference to
the response. This particular city council member had an 87 percent “close
rate,” meaning that 87 percent of the
concerns that they had received in a
given period had been responded to.
My experience has been that municipal
and state legislators take constituent
outreach very, very seriously. Every letter, every e-mail makes a difference.

6. GATHER INTELLIGENCE
FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATION.
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If there is one takeaway that I want
people to get from this article, it is to
keep us informed. It is darned near
impossible to track everything that
happens on a city, county, state and
national basis because there is no
software that currently tracks these issues before they are formally proposed
and published for review. And that is
often too late to educate the policy
makers. It is critical for the readers of
this article to attend their local trade
association meetings and become acquainted with the policy makers and
the legislators in their area. Equally as
important, everyone can become a resource for legislators and policymakers when they have a question about
roofing.
I’m looking forward to the next decade of victories for the roofing industry, allowing us to deliver superior
roofing systems to a broad range of
customers. But this will happen only if
key decisions about the roof are made
by roofing experts, and not mandated by politicians who are far removed
from the design process.
CIRCLE NO. 45 / RoofingMagazine.com
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Drainage
Isn’t So Elementary
4 Common Causes of
Inadequate Drainage
on Low-Slope Roofs

he stone church in rural Portugal was constructed
some 700 years ago. The roofs of the transepts
are large stone slabs: 5 feet wide, 10 feet to 12
feet long, and 8 inches thick. How they even
made it into place is amazing, but to those like
us who think in terms of water, what is even more amazing
is the carved-out drainage channels. Moving water off the
roof was important to builders 700 years ago in Europe,
just as it was to the builders of Machu Picchu and Angkor
Wat. Along with many indigenous building methods, the
movement of water off roofs and away from buildings is
becoming a lost design element.
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It is not uncommon to walk upon recently installed roofs and see ponding
at gutters, roof drains and across the
roof. There are many reasons for this
degradation of roof system design,
including ignorance. A lack of knowledge by designers, a “roofer or builder
will figure it out” mentality, and poor
installation procedures can all be to
blame.
Ponding water provides visual evidence to the owner that something
isn’t quite right, and in some instances,
it can result in roof structure collapse.
If breaches in the roof membrane exist, standing water can result in excess moisture intrusion. (See Photo 1.)
Additionally, water on the roof promotes algae growth that can attack
some materials. It also allows for ice
to form in winter, creating life safety issues as well as external forces affecting
the roof cover.
So, what can you do?
In this article we’ll look at four key
conditions on the roof that I see as
the most erroneously conceived and
installed:
1. The roof system’s transition to the
gutters
2. Two-way structurally sloped roof
decks with roof drains above the low
point
3. Four-way structurally sloped roof
decks with drains above the low
point

4. Roof drains on level roof decks with
tapered insulation

ACCUMULATED DEBRIS AT
GUTTERS
As perhaps you know and will see within
this article, there are many things that
irk me; one is walking on a new roof
and seeing a 3- to 4-foot wide swath
of black accumulated dirt and airborne
components in front of the gutter. This
situation results from restricted water
drainage, and it is especially noticeable
on reflective roof covers. (See Photo 2.)
This restriction of water drainage can be
due to several possible factors, including roof edge wood blocking that is too
high, insulation that is too low, and the
accumulation of roofing material above
the slope plane. The roof deck itself can
also be set too low.
When designing roof edge gutters, there are key design elements to
consider:

· WOOD BLOCKING: In addition to being of appropriate width and anchorage, wood blocking should be sloped to
drain, even with sloped roof decks with
an elevation 1/4 inch to 3/8 inch below
the anticipated roof insulation height.
The greatest error I see with most architects is that they do not draw the
detail to scale. Insulation is not of the
correct thickness, the wood is too big
or too small, or it is depicted as one
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perimeter steel angles attached to the
wall rise above the roof deck, discuss
with the structural engineer turning the
angle downward or changing the angle
to one with a vertical leg that doesn’t
rise above the roof deck. Angles that
rise above the roof deck create a void
when the first layer of insulation is set
that is most often not sealed, resulting
in a thermal short and a place where
dew points can be reached and condensation can occur. If reinforcing paper facers are on the insulation, mold
growth can result.

· PROPERLY DETAIL THE WOOD
BLOCKING. I prefer and recommend

PHOTO 2. Owners do not like seeing ponding in front of their gutters, especially
when it’s egregious. Proper design and installation would have prevented this
problem.
giant block floating atop the wall with
no mention of anchorage.

achieving complete drainage at the roof
edge with gutter include:

· INSULATION: Please read the ASTM

· COMMUNICATE WITH THE STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. Coordinate with

standard for polyisocyanurate and you
will learn that the ISO has an allowable dimensional change. Thus, if you
specified two layers of 2.25-inch ISO
to match three layers of two-by wood
blocking, you might be in for a surprise. You might get to the field and
see that your two layers of insulation
are 3/8 of an inch below the top of the
wood, and the manufacturer whom
you’ve complained to will pull out the
ASTM standard and say, “We are within
tolerances.”

the structural engineer to determine the
elevation of the wall (less wood blocking) with the structure and roof deck. If

the use of two layers of wood blocking.
First off, do not use treated wood; use
untreated Douglas fir. The wood should
be at a minimum 8 inches wide (preferably wider) so that the gutter flange
can have nail locations back far enough
to allow for 3-inch minimum overlap
on the stripping-in ply.
Often it is best if the top of the wall
is sealed prior to the installation of the
wood to prevent air/moisture transport
to the wood, and on precast, to prevent the migration of “damp” into the
wood. The first layer of wood should
be anchored to the structure (wall or
framing). While not always required, I
prefer to set anchors at 2 feet on center,

· MATERIAL LAYERING: When the roof
membrane is taken over the wood (yes
you should do this) and sealed to the
wall substrate, and the gutter is set in
mastic and then stripped in, the accumulated material thickness can exceed
3/8 of an inch. Not much, you say, but
on a roof with a 1/4-inch-per-linearfoot slope, that can result in 18 inches
of ponding right in front of the gutter.
Ouch.
Design
recommendations
for
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staggered. This spacing prevents the
warping of the wood. The second layer
of wood should match the first in width.
I suggest that this second layer of
blocking be sloped, and placing a continuous shim along the roof side on the
first layer will provide the proper slope.
The shim width and thickness are dependent on the wood size, but for twoby-ten wood blocking, a shim of 1/2
inch by 1.5 inches will work well. The
second layer of wood blocking should
be set with joints offset from the lower layer and then screw fastened at 12
inches on center, staggered. Joints on
both layers should be scarfed at 45 degrees and screwed tight. On your detail,
the height of the wood blocking at the
interior side above the roof deck should
be dimensioned. This will allow contractors to identify height concerns well
before the installation of the insulation
so adjustments can be made if necessary. I suggest that this distance be 1/4
inch to 3/8 inch below the top surface of
the roof insulation or cover board atop
the insulation. (See Figure 1.)

· MAKE SURE THE INSULATION IS
HIGHER THAN THE WOOD BLOCKING. We will not discuss insulation
types, substrate boards (vapor barriers)
and cover boards in this article; please
see earlier articles on the topic. In designing the roof edge and discussing/
coordinating with the structural engineer, the goal is to have the insulation
system: substrate board, vapor retarder, cover board. The thickness should be

FIGURE 2
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3/8 of an inch greater than the interior
top corner of the wood blocking. One
key item to remember is that sprayand-bead polyurethane adhesive adds
3/8 of an inch thickness per layer.
Designing the insulation to be higher
than the wood blocking is important,
as it compensates for that allowable
dimensional change mentioned above,
as well as the thickness created by
the layers of gutter flange and roofing. The goal is to create a condition
in which water will flow over and into
the gutter.

TWO-WAY STRUCTURALLY
SLOPED ROOF DECKS
Often long, narrow roof areas are
designed with a two-way structurally sloped roof deck designed to move
water from the outer roof edge to a
central point. Prudent designers would
like the roof drains to be located at the
low point of the structurally sloped
roof deck. Typically, though, there is
a steel beam at the low point, which
prevents the installation of the roof
drain at the low point. Consequently,
the roof drains must be located on the
plumbing drawings up slope from the
low point. I have tried for years to explain to plumbing engineers that water
doesn’t typically flow uphill, but to no
avail, so we as the roof system designer have to fix it. How? By moving the
low point.
How is this design goal accomplished?
Let’s start with our roof system design for the following example: a new

construction project in Chicago (R-30
minimum) with a steel roof deck, twoway structural slope and the low point
over a steel beam. The plans call for the
drains to be installed 2 feet up slope,
and thus they will be more than 1/2
inch above the low point.
The goal will be to move the structural low point to the drain line. With
a structural slope, to meet the thermal
value we are looking at two layers of
2.6-inch insulation. Run the first layer of 2.6-inch insulation throughout
the roof. Then the fun begins: Draw a
line down the center of the roof drains.
From this centerline, come out 4 feet
on each side with a 1/2-inch-per-foot
tapered edge board (Q panel, for those
who know). The next layer of 2.6-inch
insulation abuts the taper. The tapered
insulation at the drain line effectively
moves the low point to the drains. (See
Figure 2.)
Now that the water is being moved
to a new low point, it then needs to
be moved to the drains. This is accomplished by saddles. (See Figure 3.)
Sounds simple enough, but 95 percent
of the saddles I see are incorrect, and
water ponds on them, over them and
along them. This situation leaves, once
again, a bad taste in the mouth of the
owner, general contractor, construction
manager, and architect — even though
it’s the designer’s problem. So, I will
now, for the first time, reveal my secret developed years ago: The taper of
the saddles must be twice the roof deck
slope. If the deck slopes 1/4 inch per
foot, the saddles must slope at 1/2 inch
per foot. If the deck slopes at 3/8 inch
per foot, as it often does, the saddle
needs to be at 3/4 inch per foot. And,
architects and designers, the slope of
the saddle is to the valley line, not the
drain. The width of the saddle is the key
and determining the width of the saddle is my secret.
It a simple formula:
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Example: If the drains are 60 feet
apart, divide 60 by 2 to get 30 feet;
multiply 30 feet by 33% = 9.9 feet.
Increase 9.9 to the next number divisible by 4 to get the answer: 12 feet.
Thus, the saddles at the mid-point
apex should extend out three full tapered insulation boards. It’s best if you

FIGURE 3

dimension this width on the detail.
On large buildings, the saddle
width and thickness can be quite high,
so be sure to double-check the insulation height with the height of the
roof edge. I could tell you about a
roof where the insulation rose several inches above the perimeter height

because someone didn’t draw the detail to scale, but that is a story for
another time.

ROOF DRAINS IN FOUR-WAY
SLOPE ROOF DECKS
Structurally sloped roof decks can be
beneficial in that they can create positive drainage flow. But with four-way
structurally sloped roof decks, the drain
is not necessarily at the low point of
the roof. How far off the low point is
dependent on the plumbing contractor.
I have seen drains installed several feet
upslope. The plumbing drawings should
have a note to the fact that the roof
drain sump pan should be installed as
close to the low point as possible.
Even when the drain is installed very
close to the low point, it is still high and
will result in water ponding in front of
the drain. Thus, the low point needs to
be artificially moved to the drain.
This is accomplished with a drain
sump. Best practices suggest that the
roof insulation be installed in two layers. This will allow for the installation
of the sump.
Using Chicago as an example, which
calls for R-30 or 5.2-inches of insulation, the first layer of insulation 2.6
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FIGURE 4

for Roof Drains,” Roofing May/June
2016). If designing in a vapor retarder, it needs to extend to the roof drain
flange and be clamped by the reversible collar. The first layer of insulation
should be cut to fit and extend under
and to the extension ring. Any voids
should be sealed with spray foam.
To compensate for all the potential deck irregularities, I like to accentuate the slope into the roof drain by
increasing the taper. More often than
not, this means designing a 1/2-inchper-foot slope sump into the drain.
With a 4-foot board, this results in an
8-foot-by-8-foot sump. (See Figure 4
and Photo 3.) After detailing this sump,
the main roof four-way tapered insulation can be designed and the heights
at the perimeter calculated and noted
on the plans. Just a reminder that the
code-required thermal value needs to
be attained four feet from the drain. So,
for Chicago we detail to achieve R-30
at the backside of the tapered sump.

FINAL THOUGHTS

inches thick is installed across the roof
deck, to the roof drain. It should be cut
to the roof drain extension ring. Fill the
void between the roof drain and the insulation with spray foam; trim to the
insulation. Next the tapered insulation
sump is installed. To match the next
layer of insulation, we use 1/2-inchper-foot tapered insulation. It starts
at 1/2 inch and, with a 4-foot panel,
rises to a thickness of 2.5 inches. Placed
around the drain, the sump created is 8
feet by 8 feet. The next layer of insulation is 2.5 inches and abuts the backside
of the tapered insulation.
The 1/2-inch-per-foot slope is used
as it doubles the slope of the structurally sloped roof deck, which in this case
has a slope of 1/4 inch per foot.

LEVEL ROOF DECKS WITH
TAPERED INSULATION
Whether re-roofing or new construction, getting the drainage correct on
level roof decks is still a challenge for
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most designers. Perhaps they don’t
realize decks are not level; they have
camber, they deflect, they undulate,
and the drains are often near columns
so the drain pipe can run along it.
When the drain is near a column where
no deflection takes place, it can often
be high.
I like to first ensure the proper drain
assembly has been selected and designed by the plumbing engineer: the
roof drain, reversible collar, threaded
extension ring, clamping ring, cast iron
dome. (For more detail, see “Roof Drain
Installation Tips” on page XX of this issue.) The sump pan should be selected
and designed by the plumbing engineer
and provided by the roof drain manufacturer — not by the metal deck supplier. (That the industry cannot get this
correct is one on my pet peeves.) Do not
raise drains off the deck with threaded
rods. (See my article “Concise Details
and Coordination Between Trades Will
Lead to a Quality Long-Term Solution

A new roof installation that results in
ponding water at the drainage point is
an unfortunate occurrence. Owners can
be upset: “What is that?” “I didn’t pay
to have water retained at the drains!”
“Who is coming up and cleaning all this
stuff off my roof?” Ponding water can
be a standard of care issue for designers and result in damages. Learning to
properly design rooftop drainage is not
difficult, but it requires some thinking
and some rooftop experience. Getting
up on the roof during installations will
help you visualize the needs to achieve
proper drainage.
Making sure the roof system drains
properly requires discussions with the
structural engineers for new construction. I also find it helpful to have the
plumbing contractor at pre-con meetings to review the interrelationship of
the roofing and drains.
Getting water off the roof as quickly
as possible has been a key priority for
centuries — no matter the roof cover
material. If the builders using stone
can achieve complete and full drainage, then I challenge you to achieve
it with the materials we use today.
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Roof Drain Installation Tips
Replacing a Roof Drain on a Structurally
Sloped Steel Roof Deck
WHAT IS THE number one goal of any
building owner when it comes to the
roof? They don’t want water pouring
through their ceilings damaging the interior of the building. How do you keep
water out of the building? By keeping
the water on the exterior of the building and directing it to the roof drains or
other drain locations, such as scupper
or gutters. The roof drain is, on a basic
level, one of the simplest details on the
roof, and yet it is flashed incorrectly time
and time again. This paper will walk you
through the process of replacing a roof
drain on a structurally sloped steel roof
deck and installing the new roof system
and flashing.
First off, we are going to assume that
the current drainpipe is adequate to

handle the existing water volume and
drain its portion of the roof, and that
the drain pipe is in good condition. Our
new roof system will meet the current
R-30 requirements for continuous insulation above the roof deck in a roof
near Chicago. So, our roof system will be
composed of a mechanically fastened
substrate board on the steel roof deck,
a self-adhering vapor retarder, two layers of 2.6-inch insulation mechanically
fastened, a 1/2-inch modified gypsum
cover board set in bead foam adhesive,
and fully adhered EPDM membrane.
(See Figure 1.) We will also assume that
the roofing contractor is acting as the
general contractor for our scenario.
Now that we have our parameters
out of the way, what’s first? I have never

met a building owner that likes construction debris inside of their conference
room or classroom, so the interior needs
to be protected prior to the removal of
the existing roof drain. This can be as
simple as some Visqueen, but the interior protection needs to be installed prior
to the removal of the existing roof drain.
The one question that seems to come up
is, who is installing this protection? The
owner? The plumber? The roofing contractor? I like to put this on the plumber.
He knows when he is removing the drain
and installing the new one.
Once the interior protection is installed, we need to coordinate the removal of the existing roof system and
installation of the vapor retarder with
the removal of the existing roof drain,
as well as the installation of the new
metal sump pan, drain body and lead
and oakum joint to the existing drain
pipe. (See Photo 1.) This all needs to be
done on the same day so that the roof
can drain properly and that the vapor
retarder can be terminated onto the
roof drain flange. This part is critical,

FIGURE 1 Roof drain detail
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as with experience this designer has
learned that the vapor retarder can be
used as the seal between the extension ring and the roof drain flange and
that the O-ring can be eliminated. The
sump needs to be fastened to the roof
deck around the perimeter at 8 inches
on center and be centered on the drainpipe. The drain body then needs to be set
over the drainpipe and lead and oakum
installed between the drain body and
drain pipe.

INSTALLING THE NEW ROOF
So, now we have the roof drain body
and the vapor retarder installed. Now
comes the new roof system. To meet
our R-30 requirements, we are going to
need a base layer of 2.6-inch polyisocyanurate insulation and 4-foot-wide,
1/2-inch-per-foot tapered insulation
sump around the roof drain. This sump
will get us to the R-30 requirements of
4 feet from the roof drain as required by
the current codes. If my math is correct,
that will leave 3.1 inches of insulation at
the roof drain. We will need a reversible
collar and threaded extension ring to
accommodate this height. When setting
the reversible collar onto the drain bowl,
set it in water cut-off mastic. If the drain
ever becomes clogged, this will help to
keep water from seeping under the reversible collar and into the roof system.
Next the threaded extension ring is installed. First, install some water cut-off
mastic onto the treads prior to engagement with the reversible collar. Once
again, this will help to prevent water
from entering the roof system if the drain
becomes clogged and backs up.
One of the main questions that
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I receive from the roofing and plumbing
contractors is, “How high should I set
the extension ring?” Well, it varies per
roof system, but for our scenario it needs
to be set flush with the top of the tapered insulation. We set it here because
we have our cover board that has yet
to be installed, and when the clamping
ring is installed it will be lower than the
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cover board. Now back to the insulation; the 2.6-inch insulation should be
installed as close to the extension ring
as possible, chamfered as required to fit
under the flange. Next the tapered insulation sump is installed. This should
be installed as close as possible to the
extension ring flange and chamfered as
required to fit beneath the flange. All
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voids between the extension ring and
the insulation should be filled with spray
polyurethane foam insulation.
Once we have our insulation installed,
next comes the cover board. The number one thing with the cover board and
roof drain is having the cover board cut
perpendicularly to the roof drain flange.
(See Photo 2.) Do not chamfer the cover
board. Chamfering the cover board may
ease the transition of the membrane onto
the extension ring flange, but it creates
an unsuitable substrate surface for the
bonding adhesive. And in my experience,
water seems to end up ponding around
the roof drain and not dropping into the
roof drain. This will also allow the roof’s
drain clamping ring to sit flat and below
the roof surface of the roof.
Now that our cover board is installed,
we have the membrane and its transition
into the roof drain. Water cut-off mastic
is to be installed on the extension ring
flange. How much you ask? One tube.
Load that flange up. Make two thick
beads with it. I have never heard a contractor say, “Man, using all of that water
cut-off mastic on the job really set me
back.” It’s a small item, but it is worth it.
After the membrane has been installed and the clamping ring is set, it’s
time to cut a hole in the membrane to
allow the water to get to the drain and
off the roof. How big should the hole
be? As small as possible is what some
contractors might say. I ask a question
to you now: what is the goal of the roof
drain? If you answered to get the water
off the roof as quickly as possible, you
would be correct. Then why would the
contractor want to cut a small hole in
the roof membrane that would restrict
the flow of water into the roof drain
piping and off of the roof? I am dumbfounded as well. When we detail the
roof drain, we call for the membrane
to be cut back to within a 1/2 inch of
the extension ring in a cloverleaf pattern around the clamping ring bolts. (See
Photo 3.) This way there is no confusion
on how far back the membrane is to be
cut. Set the drain dome and the roof
drain detail is complete.
So, there you have it. Now the roof
can drain properly with a brand-new
roof drain with no problem
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Regular Roof
Inspections
Help ‘Keep the
Door Open’
REGULAR ROOF inspections give
consultants and contractors a chance
to maintain relationships with building
owners and managers and create value
beyond any immediate repairs.
Commercial roofs should be inspected at least twice a year, typically
in the spring and fall. Roof inspections
are also advised after major weather
events, though contractors may already be deluged with repair requests.
Of course, building managers will be
more receptive to discussing regular
inspections during such times, even
though time is short. A service flyer and
readily available letter-of-agreement
can help quickly close the deal, and be
used after any major job throughout
the year to create recurring business.
Customers should clearly understand
the service offer and any special provisions for emergency repairs or exceptions such as during wider emergencies.

COMMON SOURCES OF ROOF
LEAKS
Cracks in or around flashings and
penetrations
Breaks in and around gutterways
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and drains
Poor drainage or debris-clogged
drainage systems
Storm damage, tree branches, ice
dams, etc.
Incidental damage by other trades
during construction or maintenance
Excessive foot traffic at rooftop access points and around HVAC units
and other rooftop infrastructure
Old or deteriorating roofing
materials
While roof leaks can be caused in several ways, many common sources of
leaks can be prevented with liquid-applied coating and membrane systems
that fully adhere to substrates and are
both self-terminating and self-flashing.
Membrane systems are fully reinforced
and create a seamless surface. Highquality systems are designed to withstand ponding water, ice, snow, UV light,
as well as most chemicals. Unreinforced
roof coatings can be used for repairs or
complete restoration of the roof surface.
If only a small area is damaged, a
limited repair is best, and usually possible with compatible materials over an

existing system in good condition. Check
if a warranty is in place, and if possible contact the manufacturer before the
repair. Perform any repairs within the
guidelines of the warranty.
For wider areas, a roof recovery is often possible right over the existing roofing. If interior leaks from a field area
are evident, core samples can verify the
condition of the existing roof assembly
down to the deck. Built-up roofs (BUR),
in particular, are susceptible to sun and
temperature cycling. Tiny spider cracks
and micropores can develop in the surface, and the layers below can absorb
moisture and deteriorate. Water always
travels to its lowest point and, if left
unchecked, will damage the underlying
structure.
On low-slope roofs, areas of ponding water are a prime target for inspections. If the roof is covered by aggregate
or overburden, it must be cleared from
around the lowest point of any low-lying areas, and other areas of suspected
damage. A visual inspection can locate
the source of an active leak, but there
may be more than one source or a larger issue that may not always be visible.
Broader sampling is needed to evaluate
the general condition of the roof and the
scope of any deterioration.
Quality workmanship and materials
help avoid callbacks and ensure longterm relationships. After completing
any necessary repairs, a PMMA, polyurethane or elastomeric membrane or
coatings system can be installed to extend the service life of an existing roof.
Elastomeric-based coatings are generally the best value for straightforward
repairs and can be ideal for recovering
metal roofs. Roof restoration, in general,
can enhance building performance with
“Cool Roof” products, especially those
with a high solar reflectance index (SRI).
At the end of the day, an ounce of
prevention and a prompt response to
issues can help building owners avoid
expensive headaches. People remember expert advice and quality service,
especially in times of need. They also
may tell others — which is another way
regular inspections can help keep the
door open to recurring business.
PHOTO: KEMPER SYSTEM AMERICA INC.
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THE FUTURE
OF ROOF DECK CONSTRUCTION

OneDek™ from All Weather Insulated Panels is a superior alternative to traditional
roof deck systems. Requiring fewer steps to install, OneDek™ saves construction
time in providing exceptional energy efﬁciency for your low-slope rooﬁng project,
and an industry exclusive 20-year top-to-bottom “System Warranty” is available.
MULTI-STEP TRADITIONAL
BUILT UP DECK SYSTEM
Multiple layers
rigid board

Membrane
Smooth ﬂat exterior
steel substrate
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Field-applied
Membrane
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Steel decking
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attached through multi-layer system

Composite Insulated Roof Deck Panel
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2 STEP
ROOF DECK SYSTEM

OneDek™ is the revolutionary IMP that has insulation and substrate
formed at the factory so it arrives on the job site stronger and more
secure than components of traditional built-up roof applications.
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OneDe
OneDek™
Step 1: Composite IMP
Step 2: Waterprooﬁng
Other Multi-Layer System

• Incredibly fast installation, no on-site application of rigid foam insulation
Step 1: Steel Decking
Step 2: Multi Layer Rigid Insulation
• Steel substrate provides exceptional damage & ﬁre resistance
Step 3: Waterprooﬁng
• Shear resistance equivalent to traditional built up steel deck
• TPO or PVC membranes easily fastened mechanically or fully adhered
• Interior factory white painted steel in clean washable ﬁnish reduces lighting needs
• “System Warranty” covers membrane through to structural steel, including insulation and fastening applications
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EDUCATION PROJECTS

Problem
Solvers
Metal Roof Helps School
Meet Design Challenges

PHOTO: STEVE WOLFE PHOTOGRAPHY

WHEN FOUNDED in 1952, the master plan for Indian Springs School
in Birmingham, Alabama, called for
campus development to maintain focus
on the lake at the center of the school’s
wooded 350-acre property. During the
past 30 years, however, focus was lost,
so a new plan was made to demolish
some existing structures and construct
buildings that re-establish a connection to the lake. The school enrolls 280
students in grades 8-12.
Phase one of a three-phase
construction plan consisted of

constructing three new cypress-clad,
single-story classroom buildings and
a new administration building, plus a
re-roof of an existing library building.
Oversight of design and construction
was handled through a partnership of
Lake Flato Architects in San Antonio
and ArchitectureWorks in Birmingham.
The first phase utilized 45,000 square
feet of Petersen’s 18-inch-wide,
24-gauge Snap-Clad and Tite-Loc
roof panels in Cool Color Zinc. The new
buildings, which added 18 classrooms
and 18 administrative offices, achieved

LEED Silver status.
Installation of the PAC-CLAD
roof was completed by Quality
Architectural Metal and Roofing in
Birmingham. The combination of
panels was determined by the roof
pitch, according to Eddie Still, the
company’s vice president and project
manager. “We used the mechanically
seamed Tite-Loc panel on a few areas
with pitches that required that profile,
which amounted to less than 2,000
square feet,” he notes.
Some of the buildings feature
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monitors, which provide daylighting
to each classroom, onto which QAMR
installed PAC-CLAD flush panels for
both the vertical and horizontal sections. This was a big job, Still notes.
“Installation went smoothly, but finding manpower to get it done was the
problem,” he says. “The job was big
with multiple buildings, and I wasn’t
able to stop all of our other projects
for this one job. So, we approached
it like four small jobs. This sounded
good in theory, but there were delays
with the work in front of us which impacted my schedule. This meant I had
to put two crews out there to catch
up. And then I had to call one of my
friendly competitors and put one of
his crews out there to help out. I’ve
never done that before, but it worked
out. Plus, these architects were good
to work with. We had no issues at all
on this project. We worked smoothly
together.”
Still notes he frequently uses
Petersen’s Snap-Clad panel. “The panel performs well and we’ve never had
problems with it,” he says. “You don’t
need to reinvent the wheel; you just
need a product you can depend on.
We have a 30-plus year relationship
PHOTOS: PETERSEN
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POLYMER INNOVATION

SEALANTS & ADHESIVES
THAT DELIVER HIGH
PERFORMANCE
WITHOUT THE RISKS

CHEM LINK offers a family of high performance polyether sealants and adhesives
for practically every application throughout the building envelope whether
for schools, hospitals, ofﬁces or homes. CHEM LINK sealants are solvent-free
and contain virtually no VOCs, eliminating risks to contractors and building
occupants, contributing toward healthy indoor air quality and easing worries for
building owners. Not only are CHEM LINK’S sealants non-toxic, but they deliver
the highest levels of performance in strength, adhesion and ﬂexibility.
For more information contact us at 1.800.826.1681 or visit www.chemlink.com.
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with Petersen and they’re great to do
business with.”
ArchitectureWorks, which was first
to join the project and managed the
construction portion, formed a partnership with Lake Flato because of its
focus on school design. “In general
terms, Lake Flato was the design architect doing the master planning, and
ArchitectureWorks was the architect
of record, or executive architect, that
completed construction documents
and oversaw the construction phase,”
says Greg Papay, FAIA and partner at
Lake Flato. “We get asked to team up
on jobs all the time, but they don’t
all go as smoothly as this one did.
ArchitectureWorks was great to work
with.”
The design team sought to respect
the school’s original structures’ simple
forms and materials while opening the
new buildings to nature. “Our notion
was that 21st century schools could

actually feel more like 19th century
schools,” Papay explains, referring to
the firm’s back-to-basics approach.

FOCUS ON
N THE
E RO
OOF
F
All new buildings feature a roof that
extends over covered walkways. “The
roof shape allowed us to create transition spaces around each building
that blur the lines between indoor
and outdoor areas,” Papay says. “We
chose a metal roof for longevity, attractiveness and efficiency properties.
Plus, Birmingham used to be the steel
capital of the South, so to have it on
the buildings was a subtle reference
to that local history.”
The school’s Southern U.S. location
was also taken into account, notes
Papay. “It was important to find balance between heat gain and glare inside from reflectivity off a neighboring
roof, so we had to find the right color
that addressed those issues,” he says

“In the end we chose PAC-CLAD’s Cool
Color Zinc.”
Lake Flato’s approach to building
materials is to allow each to express
its nature, where steel and wood in
this application remain light in appearance. “We want a metal roof to
look thin at the edge, so we don’t use
heavy fascia. Some people wrap roof
edges with fascia and don’t care if its
appearance is thick or heavy, but fascia
is not part of our approach; we were
mindful of the details,” Papay says.
Papay points out that these buildings have subtle geometry shifts to
accommodate natural rock groupings on the land. Therefore, he notes,
“there was some roof detailing required where it was not turning at 90
degrees with a simple ridge/valley, so
there was some metalworking trickery
required at that point. Also, we created roof monitors which are smaller
elements that required refined metal
work. The roof looks great thanks to a
great installation job.”

INDIAN SPRINGS SCHOOL
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

TEAM
ARCHITECTS: ArchitectureWorks,
Birmingham, Alabama, www.
architectureworks.com, and Lake
Flato Architects, San Antonio,
Texas, www.lakeflato.com
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: BL Harbert
International in Birmingham,
Alabama, www.blharbert.com
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: Quality
Architectural Metal and Roofing,
Birmingham, Alabama, www.
qualityarch.com

MATERIALS
METAL ROOF PANELS: 18-inch-wide,
24-gauge Snap-Clad and Tite-Loc
PAC-CLAD panels in Cool Color Zinc
by Petersen, www.pac-clad.com
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Tough and Sustainable
Roof System Helps School Stand Up to Severe North Atlantic Weather

THE NEW Brookside Intermediate
School in Portugal Cove-St. Philips,
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada
is a $24 million project. The two-story
structure serves students in grades five
through nine, and includes 31 classrooms, a gymnasium, and a commercial kitchen, as well as a library, science
labs, a home economics room, a technology and fabrication lab, two music
rooms, an art room and a computer
lab.
The durability and sustainability of
the roof and wall systems were crucial
considerations during the specification
process, as the building would have to
perform well in the extreme weather
conditions common in the easternmost
province of Canada.
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The roof system specified, a two-ply
SBS modified bitumen application, is
one Terry Casey knows like the back of
his hand. Casey is the general manager of North Shore Roofing, Ltd., headquartered in Paradise, Newfoundland.
Its parent company, Atlantic Roofers,
Ltd., headquartered in Cocagne, New
Brunswick, has been in business for 42
years. The Newfoundland branch was
established in 1992, adopting the name
of North Shore Roofing.
North Shore Roofing specializes in
low-slope roof systems, both new
construction and retrofit. “Primarily our
business is two-ply modified bitumen
systems, single-ply membranes — TPO,
EPDM, PVC — and the occasional roof
coating,” Casey notes. “We will travel

all over the province, but our dominant
market is the metropolitan St. John’s
area.”
Brookside Intermediate School was
one of a number of new construction
projects initiated by the government in
the past three years that the company
has worked on. “This was a brand-new
school put out to tender by the government of Newfoundland and Labrador,”
Casey says. “We were the low bidder to
Marco Services, who was the general
contractor.”
Casey believes durability was a key
consideration in the roof system specified, which has been a staple on government projects. “The government of
Newfoundland has a standard roofing
spec, and this is the system that was

North Shore also installed permanent
fall arrest anchors — a feature Casey
would like to see replicated more often.
“I wish every project was like it,” he says.
IKO also supplied the wall systems
on the project, which were installed by
Reddick Brothers Masonry.
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specified,” he says. “In this one, we
chose to go with IKO.”
The IKO two-ply modified roof system was primarily installed over a steel
deck, which was topped with 1/2-inch
DensDeck Prime cover board, a vapor
barrier, tapered extruded polystyrene
(EPS) insulation, 2 inches of IKOtherm
polyisocyanurate insulation, and a
6-millimeter protective board. The
two-ply IKO SBS modified system was
then torched down. The TorchFlex TP180-FF base sheet was torched to the
protective board, and the TorchFlex TP250 cap sheet was torched to the base
sheet. “The EPS was adhered to the vapor barrier with IKO Millennium adhesive,” Casey explains. “The same adhesive was used to adhere the 2 inches of
polyisocyanurate insulation to the EPS.”
One 12,000-square-foot section of
the roof was covered with a concrete
deck, which was designed to allow another story to be added to the building in case of future expansion. In this
section a TorchFlex base sheet was
installed to serve as a vapor barrier.
PHOTOS: IKO

As sections of the deck were put in
place, North Shore Roofing sprang into
action. “We made the building watertight with the DensDeck and vapor barrier so that the general contractor could
continue on with construction inside the
building,” Casey says. “We did that over
the entire roof area before we installed
the rest of the system.”
Work began on the concrete section
first, and as the spring weather improved, the roofing work began in earnest. “Once the vapor barrier was on,
each section of the roof had a plan for
the tapered insulation,” says Casey. “We
put the pieces together like a puzzle so
that the drainage was 2 percent slope
to the roof drains to avoid any ponding
water.”
Tapered insulation was installed to
meet the design for four-way positive
drainage. Casey explains that staging
the area properly can make installation

much more efficient. “There’s a bit of
skill involved in that your foreman has
to know where and when each piece
has to be put in place,” he notes. “Your
materials have to be placed on the roof
so you’re not chasing the product all
over the place. You have to make sure
everything is up on the roof in the right
spot to maximize your labor on the job.”
After the rest of the insulation and
protection board were in place, the
base sheet was torched directly to
the protection board. “The membrane
sheets have to be sealed to the board
you’re torching to as well as sealed to
one another,” Casey says. “You want to
make sure you have a good bleed out
of bitumen to ensure the membranes
have been bonded together to form one
monolithic sheet, if you will.”
Once the base sheet is installed, all
of the details are flashed, so North
Shore crews made sure all of the penetrations were completed before installing the cap sheet. “Once all your
base sheet is installed, any projections
going through the roof — your exhaust
fans, air conditioning units, plumbing
stacks and fall arrest anchors — they
are all installed before the cap sheet is
installed. Once your finished cap sheet
is on it should look like everything was
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all is place and ready to go. You don’t
want to be doing patchwork afterward.”
When installing the gray cap sheet,
care must be taken to make sure the application is aesthetically pleasing. With
contrast between the black bitumen and
the gray top sheet, the goal is to be consistent and clean with your bleed out.
“There was uniformity in our bleed out,
so when you’re looking over the laps,
it looks like it’s one long, continuous
sheet,” he says. “When you’re looking
against the laps, you can see the bleed
out, but as long as it’s a consistent bleed
out, it looks very neat. The boys do a
great job of doing that.”
The skill of the crew is the key to a
successful torch application, according to Casey. “It’s got everything to do
with experience,” he says. “With anybody that’s doing this for the first time,
you’re going to have areas where there’s
no bleed out, and areas where there’s
too much bleed out. When you’re doing this consistently and you’re doing it
well, you’ll typically have right around
1/4 inch.”
Before the cap sheet was installed,
permanent roof anchors from Thaler
Metals were installed. “There is a square
plate with four bolts that go down
through the roof, and there is another
plate that goes on the underside of the
deck,” Casey says.
Because the permanent anchors were
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installed near the end of the project,
the safety plan featured safety rails
and temporary anchor points. Crews
installed the safety rails on top of the
parapets and had the system inspected
by OSHA. For areas in which the railings could not be installed, crews tied
off to temporary, removable and reusable roof anchors, also manufactured
by Thaler.
Penetrations were flashed at the
base sheet stage and again at the cap
sheet stage per the manufacturer’s
specifications. “All of the manufacturers,
including IKO, have specific detailing for
many, many types of penetrations going
through the roof,” Casey says.
The installation process, led by
foreman Shawn Higdon, went very
smoothly. The jobsite was easily accessible and the weather posed no big
problems. “This one was pretty wide
open,” Casey says. “It’s a fairly large
school with multiple roof areas. There
were very few times where somebody
was in our way or we were waiting for
somebody. Change orders for other
trades created some minor problems,
but nothing serious.”
Juggling crews as the work progressed was perhaps the toughest
part of the project, according to Casey.
“Labor is always a challenge,” he says.
“We had to move people from one job
to the next job because everything

ARCHITECT: Fougere Menchenton
Architecture, St. John’s,
Newfoundland, www.
fougeremenchenton.ca
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Marco
Services, St. John’s, Newfoundland,
www.marcogroup.ca
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: North
Shore Roofing, Ltd., Paradise,
Newfoundland
WALL SYSTEM INSTALLER: Reddick
Brothers Masonry, Church Point,
Nova Scotia

MATERIALS
ROOF SYSTEM
MODIFIED BITUMEN MEMBRANE:
TorchFlex TP-180-FF base sheet,
TorchFlex TP-250 cap sheet, IKO,
www.iko.com
PROTECTION BOARD: Protectoboard,
IKO
INSULATION: IKOtherm, IKO
VAPOR BARRIER: MVP Vapour
Retarder, IKO
ADHESIVE: Millennium Adhesive, IKO
COVER BOARD: 1/2-inch DensDeck
Prime, Georgia-Pacific, www.
densdeck.com
ROOF ANCHORS: Thaler Metal, www.
thalermetal.com
WALL SYSTEM
VAPOR BARRIER: AquaBarrier, IKO
INSULATION: Enerfoil, IKO

wasn’t ready for us at one time. Moving
back and forth from project to project
was probably the most challenging
thing on that job.”
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Standing Up to
Mother Nature
HISTORIC OURAY School in Ouray,
Colorado, has undergone several renovations in the last 80 years, and the
latest included a new standing seam
metal roofing system with a snow guard
system designed to ensure the safety of
students, faculty and visitors.
The original school was built in
1883, when the school district was
founded. That original structure was
destroyed by fire in 1936, when a new
facility was constructed adjacent to the
original site. Additions were made to
the school in the 1970s, in the 1990s
and in 2003. After a full assessment in
2014, the existing facilities were found
to be structurally safe and worthy of
a thorough renovation, including the
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addition of a standing seam metal
roof that covered the entire building,
additions and all.
“We kept the slope at 2:12 because we didn’t want the roof sticking up real high,” says Joel Cox, AIA,
of RTA Architects in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. “After the first winter, everything is performing the way everyone
expects it to be performing.”
The project was a two-phase renovation that involved improvements to
the original structure, erected in 1936.
The redesigned facility includes innovative 21st century learning spaces
to support modern curriculum delivery and an emphasis on safety for all
students and staff.

Historic Colorado
School Readies for
Winter With New
Metal Roof System
THE NEW ROOF AND SNOW
RETENTION SYSTEM
Douglass Colony Group of Commerce
City, Colorado, installed 18,000 square
feet of standing seam metal roofing
from Firestone. The snow guard system selected for the Ouray School was
ColorGard from S-5!, with a Charcoal
Grey insert to match the standing seam
panels.
According to Anthony Sanchez, superintendent on the project, Douglass
Colony crews began by installing the
fascia, soffits, gutters and downspouts.
One of the more unusual facets of the
project were the metal details installed
at the top of the walls, which were recreated to closely replicate the historic look.
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“We built each individual piece,” Sanchez
notes. “We installed them along with the
fascia, and then installed the gutter, drip
edge and receiver flashing for the roof.”
The standing seam metal roof was
installed on top of a nail base and
Firestone CLAD GARD SA high-temperature underlayment. After the roll former
was lifted into place, the Una-Clad UC-6
double-lock standing seam panels were
rolled out directly onto the roof, where
they were staged for installation. The
installation went smoothly, Sanchez
notes, despite the number of hips and
ridges. “We followed all of the Firestone
details,” he says.
The double-lock standing seam system was specified for its durability, as
the area typically experiences tough
winter weather. “We used the 180-degree seam because of the elevation,”
Sanchez says.
Once the roof system was in place,
approximately 1,600 linear feet of
the snow guard system was installed.
Depending on the length of the standing seam metal panel, some sections
PHOTOS: S-5!

required two or three rows of S-5!
ColorGard.
“We wanted a continuous snow guard
system, instead of individual plastic
pieces that are screwed down through
the roof,” says Cox. “The ColorGard is attached without penetrating the roof and
it performs better, that’s the main reason we installed it on the Ouray School.
There is pedestrian traffic on three sides
of the building, so preventing snow and
ice from sliding off the roof was obviously important.”
Cox credits his S-5! rep with suggesting the best layout for the project. “We
have one row about one foot up from
the eave, a second row about a quarter
way up the roof and another row about
midway up the roof, spaced in line with
S-5! suggestions,” he notes.
The snow bar system was easy
to install, according to Sanchez. The
non-penetrating system attaches to
the standing seams with set screws.
“We just followed the pattern they laid
out,” Sanchez says.
Weather was not an issue on the
project, and despite the remote location, the jobsite didn’t pose any real
difficulties, according to Sanchez. “The
days were pretty short, though, as
there were mountains on both sides,”
he notes.
In addition to the new sloped roof

and attic addition, the renovated school
features south and southeast vestibule
additions, security upgrades, new entry steps, new windows, HVAC system
upgrades, a fully replaced fire alarm
system to meet current codes and the
addition of a full, building sprinkler
system.

OURAY SCHOOL
OURAY, COLORADO

TEAM
ARCHITECT: RTA Architects in
Colorado Springs, Colorado, www.
rtaarchitects.com
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: Douglass
Colony Group, Commerce City,
Colorado, www.douglasscolony.
com

MATERIALS
METAL ROOF PANELS: Una-Clad UC-6,
Firestone Building Products, www.
firestonebpco.com
UNDERLAYMENT: CLAD GARD SA,
Firestone Building Products
SNOW GUARDS: ColorGard, S-5!,
www.s-5.com
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Work
ofArt

Metal Panels Illuminate Institute
for Contemporary Art at VCU
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THE INSTITUTE for Contemporary
Art (ICA) at Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU) will bring the most
important, cutting-edge contemporary art exhibits in the world to the
VCU campus and the city of Richmond.
Located in the striking new Markel
Center and designed by architect Steven
Holl, the ICA offers 41,000 square feet
of flexible space including a 33-foothigh central forum. The ICA features a
dynamic slate of changing exhibitions,
performances, files and interdisciplinary programs.
“We designed the ICA to be a flexible, forward-looking instrument that
will both illuminate and serve as a
catalyst for the transformative possibilities of contemporary art,” Steven
Holl says. “The fluidity of the design allows for experimentation and
will encourage new ways to display
PHOTOS: MARK KEMPF PHOTOGRAPHY

and present art that will capitalize on
the ingenuity and creativity apparent
throughout the VCU campus.”
In keeping with VCU’s master sustainability plan, the ICA incorporates
state-of-the-art technologies and
environmentally conscious design elements and makes use of numerous
natural resources.
The exterior for the contemporary
design features 28,000 square feet
of Rheinzink roof and wall panels.
According to Steven Holl Architects,
“The prePATINA blue-grey Rheinzink
exterior interfaces with clear and translucent glass walls and skylights that
infuse the building with natural light
and lessen reliance on nonrenewable
energy. The zinc shares the same greenish-gray tonality as the matte glass,
giving the building a shifting presence
from monolithic opaque to multifarious
translucent depending on the light.”
The custom cassette panels were
designed and fabricated by Rheinzink

systems partner A. Zahner Company,
Kansas City, Missouri, and installed by
Kalkreuth Roofing and Sheet Metal,
Wheeling, West Virginia.
The open joint metal panel rain
screen system utilized 1.75-mm zinc.
According to Zahner project manager
John Owens, “The 1.75-mm zinc is a
little heavier than normal but that’s
what the architect wanted.” Zahner
provided 1,200 total panels, of which
200 were curved. “We cut those panels radially as needed to fit the curved
aluminum frame. All of that fabrication was done in our shop.”
Gary Davis, Zahner’s director of
marketing, added, “We developed
multiple panel systems using Rheinzink
materials on a supply-only basis. To
create museum-quality edges and
detailing, Zahner digitally defined the
scopes of work and fabricated from
our 3-D model. Preceding construction
tolerances were dealt with in a timely
manner.”

INSTITUTE FOR
CONTEMPORARY ART
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH
UNIVERSITY
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

TEAM
ARCHITECT: Steven Holl Architects,
New York, www.stevenholl.com
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: Kalkreuth
Roofing and Sheet Metal, Wheeling,
West Virginia, www.krsm.net
METAL FABRICATOR: A. Zahner
Company, Kansas City, Missouri,
www.azahner.com

MATERIALS
ZINC ROOF AND WALL PANELS: 1.75mm prePATINA zinc, Rheinzink,
www.rheinzink.us

Sell Gutter Guards!
A perfect high-margin complement to your
business, even if you don’t sell gutters.

Some consider gutter guards as an extension to the roof,
redirecting water flow and eliminating ice damming.
Leaf Solution offers both the high-performance mesh
Xtreme and the budget-friendly perforated New Wave, each
with exclusive patented features for performance beyond
your expectations. So good, they have a 20 year warranty.
And they’re made in the USA!
Check the roof ... then check the need for Leaf Solution
Gutter Guards. Contact us for samples and details.
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Meticulous Preparation Sets Up
Restoration Project for Success

OFFICIALS AT Roma High School in
Roma, Texas, knew they needed a new
roof. The tile roof on the main complex
was more than 25 years old, and some
components were clearly failing. They
didn’t realize that many of the leaks
and resulting wall deterioration were
caused by other problems as well.
Luckily, they reached out to design and
construction professionals who did
their homework, diagnosed all of the
key problems, and developed a plan
to fix them. The crowning touch of the
building envelope restoration plan
was a beautiful standing seam metal
roof, and the success of the project is
proof that hard work pays off not only
in the classroom, but on top of it.

THE CONSULTANT
As its building envelope consultant,
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Roma Independent School District
chose Amtech Solutions Inc., headquartered in Dallas, Texas. The
full-service architectural, engineering, and building envelope consulting firm has been in business since
1982. Working out of the company’s
Rio Grand Valley (RGV) office located
in Pharr, Texas, Amtech Solutions inspected and evaluated the entire site
and reviewed legacy documents to
identify the underlying issues.
They found quite a few, notes
Michael Hovar, AIA, RRO, LEED AP, a
senior architect and the general manager of the company’s RGV office.
“They thought all they had was a roofing problem,” he notes. “But we saw
right away that not properly managing water off the roof was the cause of
wall deterioration, which then became

leaks into the building. Our experience
with the entire envelope and all facets of design and construction really
helped us on this one.”
Amtech Solutions put together a
presentation for the school board to
detail what they discovered and the
plan they proposed to remedy the situation. The company also worked with
the school district to help develop a
budget.
The restoration plan was split up
into three phases. The first phase
focused on restoring the walls and
windows. The second phase encompassed roof replacement and installing
new mechanical equipment. The third
phase involved improving drainage,
grading and other site repairs.
Amtech Solutions decided not to bid
the project out to a general contractor,
PHOTOS: DEBBY AMADOR

but rather to bid each phase separately. “We decided to split it up into
stages and do it logically, starting
with the walls first,” Hovar says. “For
the walls, we got restoration contractors who specialize in wall restoration
work.”
Restoration Services Inc. (RSI) of
Houston, Texas handled the first
phase in the summer, as the wall
repairs would be louder and more
disruptive to students. The roof replacement project was scheduled for
the fall. “Once all of the stuff on the
ground was done, that allowed us to
do the re-roofing work throughout
the school year, which also helped the
price,” notes Hovar. “Our experience
has always been that if we have good
cooperation with the contractors and
the school staff, at the end of the job
they end up being best friends. And
that’s exactly what happened. At the
end of the job, they were sad to see
the roofers go.”
Amtech Solutions convinced the
school district the plan would work.
“It took some coordination, communication and cooperation, and it took
a motivated owner that was willing
to do this and trust us,” Hovar says.
“They looked to us for guidance, and
we said, ‘We do this all the time. We
do roofing projects throughout the
year, occupied and unoccupied, and
we do it in a way that respects what
the occupant’s needs are.’”
When it came time to specify the
roof system, school board members
were divided; one faction wanted to
install a new tile roof, and the other
wanted to go with metal. “The interesting thing is, for the historical architecture of the area, both of those
roofs are appropriate, so from the
standpoint of historical significance,
either one works,” Hovar says. “In the
end, it was quite a bit more expensive
to utilize tile than it was to utilize a
metal roof.”

THE ROOF SYSTEMS
The decision was made to go with
a standing seam metal roof from
McElroy Metal on the vast majority
of the complex, including the main

roof, the gymnasium, and two freestanding structures — the art and industrial arts buildings — that had been
added over the years. The main tile
roof was removed and replaced with
McElroy’s 138T Panel, a 16-inch-wide,
24-gauge panel in Brite Red. McElroy’s
238T Panel, a 24-inch-wide, 24-gauge
panel, was specified for the gym, as
well as the art and industrial arts
buildings. In a cost-saving measure,
the color on the gym roof was changes to Galvalume Plus. In all, more than
233,000 square feet of metal roofing
was installed.
“The reason we picked this roof system is we’ve had a lot of great experience with it,” Hovar says. “We love
that panel because they can actually bring the roll former to the jobsite.
That gives the roofing contractor a lot
more options on how he can load the
roof and sequence the job. The other beauty of this panel is that it has
unlimited movement. The panels itself

slides back and forth over a fixed clip.
It also flashes like a dream.”
Low-slope roof areas adjacent to
the gym were replaced with a two-ply
modified bitumen system from Siplast.
CPI Daylighting manufactured a new
skylight for the atrium.
As part of the roofing phase, gutters
and downspouts were added. “There
was nothing controlling the water before on this project,” Hovar says. “We
designed a gutter system with expansion joints as per SMACNA guidelines.
The contractor made absolutely beautiful shop-welded aluminum downspout boots.”
The most crucial detail was a custom-made saddle that solved the
problem of water infiltration at the
transition between the roof and walls
on the wings. “This ultimately simple
solution addressed one of the major
design flaws that plagued the facility from the first days of occupancy,” Hovar notes. “We modeled the
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three-dimensional design of those
saddles, and the contractor welded
them in his shop. He fabricated them
out of .080 aluminum and they were
seamless. The restoration contractor had already installed all of the
through-wall flashing, so all the roofer had to do was put counterflashing
in and do his work around it. He was
able to fly without being slowed down
by a mason on the job.”

THE ROOFING CONTRACTOR
The roofing phase of the project was
handled by Rio Roofing, headquartered
in Harlingen, Texas. The company primarily installs low-slope and metal
roofs, and its focus is on large commercial and institutional projects. ““We
do nearly 90 percent public bonded work,” notes Hedley Hichens, vice

The documents shown here include
detailed descriptions of the custommade saddles installed at the transitions,
as well as the overall roof plan showing
the layout of the campus. The vast
majority of the complex was re-roofed
with standing seam metal roof systems
from McElroy Metal.
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president of Rio Roofing. “We found out
that whether it’s a small job or a big
job, the paperwork is still the same, so
we try to make it worthwhile.”
The company worked on the Roma
High School project for about a year,
wrapping up the roofing phase of the
project in November 2017.
The decision was made to tackle the
wings on the main roof first. “During
the pre-con meetings, we met with the
principal and the superintendent and
asked, ‘Which wings are the worst?’”
Hichens notes. “There was one wing
that was the most problematic, so we
started with that area first.”
Rio Roofing began by tearing off the
existing tile roof. “There were about
1,925 squares of concrete tile we had
to remove,” Hichens notes. “We had
crews on the roof tearing off tile, crews
on the ground palletizing the tile and
storing it in the parking lot.”
As crew members removed the old
tile and felt, others followed behind
and installed polyisocyanurate insulation and Polystick MTS, a waterproofing underlayment designed for
high-temperature applications. “We
did 40 or 50 squares a day, moving
down the wing,” Hichens says. “We
dried in the whole school. Then we
came back with the 138 panel.”
On top of the gym and other buildings that received the 238T panel, the
existing metal roofs were left in place.
“We put flute fill on top of the old
panels. Then we screwed down 3/8inch Securock, primed it and put the
Polyglass underlayment down on top
of that,” Hichens explains. “That 24inch panel is a great panel to work
with because every time you put one
down, you’re 2 feet closer to finishing.”

Once the wings were dried in, sheet
metal crews installed the edge metal
and 4,000 linear feet of gutters. They
also started forming the panels.
Typically, Rio Roofing lifts the roll
former to the roof edge, but it was
difficult to get a large lift next to the
building, so in this case the roll former was left on the ground. It was
moved from wing to wing as the job
progressed. “We used a New Tech roll
former on this project,” Hichens says,
“We would put the roll former parallel
to each wing and store the panels on
the ground in each area.”
Panels were hemmed and notched
using a Swenson Snap Table Pro and
lifted to the roof with a fork lift and
a special cradle. Crews used a hand
seamer to set temporary seams and
followed up with a robotic seamer
from D.I. Roof Seamers. “The panels
are easy to install,” Hichens says. “You
get about four guys 10 feet apart to
engage the panels and clips and you
just keep going. At the end of the day
crews put the seam caps on.”
On the low-slope areas, Rio Roofing
installed approximately 47,000 square
feet of the Siplast two-ply SBS modified system, which was torched down
over new lightweight concrete. “For
their size, the low-slope areas had
a ton of mechanical equipment and
ductwork up there,” notes Hichens.
“There were a lot of key details.”
Rio Roofing custom-manufactured
numerous curbs and details, including
the saddles over problem areas at the
walls. “We have a full welding shop,”
Hichens notes. “We have a full machine
shop. We make all of our own curbs
here, so there is no lead time for ordering curbs, and we are sure they’ll fit.”

INSTALLING THE NEW ROOFS

TEAMWORK

The school’s main roof covers a central
hub with eight wings coming off of its
octagonal skylight. Where the wings
tie together, access was limited.
“It was a tight squeeze,” Hichens
says. “Getting in there and getting out
was difficult. I think our fork lift only
cleared one of the walkways by 2 or 3
inches. It’s a big campus, but the layout was difficult at the school.”

Work on the project has now moved on
to a fourth phase: installing translucent panels over the swimming pool.
Hovar believes teamwork was the key
to the project’s success. “We had such
a good contracting team, we did good
field work to begin with, and we had
an understanding owner,” he says.
“Designing it wasn’t easy, but thankfully our experience helped. We just

had a really good team to execute it,
all the way around. That’s what makes
for a great, project, right? When everybody is invested in a good outcome,
they always support everybody else.”
Communication was also essential,
and Building Information Modeling
(BIM) helped keep everyone on the
same page. “We modeled the project
on our BIM software, and it helped
everyone understand the scope and
challenges. The BIM model allowed
the owner see exactly what the project would look like, and it helped the
contractor understand the staging and
logistical challenges before the project
was bid,” Hovar says. “There were no
surprises.”

ROMA HIGH SCHOOL
ROMA, TEXAS

TEAM
ARCHITECT AND CONSULTANT: Amtech
Solutions Inc., Pharr, Texas, www.
amtechsls.com
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: Rio Roofing,
Harlingen Texas
WALL RESTORATION CONTRACTOR: RSIRestoration Services Inc., Houston,
Texas, www.rsi-restorationservices.
com

MATERIALS
METAL ROOF SYSTEM
METAL PANELS: 138T panel (16 inches
wide, 24 gauge) and 238T Panel
(24 inches wide, 24 gauge), McElroy
Metal, www.mcelroymetal.com
UNDERLAYMENT: Polystick MTS,
Polyglass, www.polyglass.us
COVER BOARD: Securock, USG, www.
usg.com
SKYLIGHT: CPI Daylighting, www.
cpidaylighting.com
LOW-SLOPE ROOF SYSTEM
MODIFIED BITUMEN MEMBRANE:
Paradiene SBS, Siplast, www.
siplast.com
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EDUCATION PROJECTS

Summer
School

Iconic Structure at Utah State Gets
New Roof Over Summer Breaks
THERE WAS no summer break for the
team at KBR Roofing these past three
years. As soon as school ended in May
for students at Utah State University,
the team got to work on re-roofing the
iconic Old Main structure on campus.
Originally built in 1889, Old Main
has served its community for more
than 125 years. Now listed on the
National Register of Historic Sites, the
imposing structure is home to the president of the university and a multitude
of offices and classrooms.
“Every summer we tackled a different phase of the re-roofing project,”
says Brent Wood, project manager
at KBR Roofing. “This structure is so
critical to the university that it made
complete sense to invest in composite
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roofing. The old, curling gray wood
shingles simply had to come off.”
Each summer, the crews from KBR
Roofing focused on a different element
of the project. “We encountered a few
challenges along the way,” Wood
notes. “First, since the structure was
built so long ago, many of the walls
were not square. Second, due to a fire
on the north side in 1984, this section
of the roof had to be re-sheeted. Third,
we had to fabricate four new cupolas.
And fourth, we had to custom create
a pedestrian bridge 106 feet on top of
the center to access the east tower.”
With all their challenges, Wood
relates that the easiest part of the
project was installing the DaVinci
Roofscapes Fancy Shake tiles. “We

used the regular shake on the roof surface and then the beaver tail and diamond tiles to accent different parts of
the structure,” Wood says. “They were
a dream to install.”

PASSING HISTORICAL
REVIEW
Before installation began, representatives of Utah State University and Design
West Architects sought permission to
use the composite shake tiles on the
Old Main project.
“USU has an on-campus architectural review committee that monitors
and approves all changes to buildings,
signage and landscaping,” says Quin
E. Whitaker, PE MBA, structural engineer/project manager at Utah State

PHOTOS: DAVINCI ROOFSCAPES
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Quin E. Whitaker, PE MBA,
Utah State University

University. “Our Facilities team was required to meet with the State Historical
Department of Utah to gain approval
of the Fancy Shake shingles. When we
met with the state’s representative, he
declined all proposed roofing samples, including one from DaVinci. We
asked him to go look at the DaVinci
tiles installed on our Geology building back in 2012. As soon as we got
there, he immediately told us the composite tiles looked great and met his
expectations.”
Getting approval was critical,
notes Whitaker. “Old Main is our flagship building,” he says. “It houses the
president of the university, her staff
and many other administration officials and classrooms. We didn’t wish
to skimp on the quality of this roofing product. Gaining approval on the
DaVinci product was especially important since we anticipate that five
historic buildings on the campus quad
(including Old Main) will all have the
same composite roofing tiles installed
in the coming years. The DaVinci product has an authentic look, backed by a
strong warranty, which we appreciate.”

GOING THE EXTRA MILE
With the green light received, KBR
Roofing started the Old Main roofing
project in May of 2015. At the same
time, the roof specialists from the

university’s carpentry shop created
new cupola bases.
“Bryan Bingham and Mike McBride
at our university were intimately involved in the project,” says
Whitaker. “I’ve never seen the level of craftsmanship that they were
able to achieve for the cupola bases.
Everyone involved in this project gave
110 percent.”
Going the extra mile involved quite
a few special considerations for KBR
Roofing on this project. The team
manufactured a 15-foot pedestrian
bridge to allow access from the roof
to one of the towers. Located more
than 100 feet in the air, the new bridge
complements the building’s structure
and meets code requirements.
On the north side of the building,
workers crafted new metal sheeting
on four finials. At the south tower, the stone finials were in need of
renovation. The roofers contracted
with Abstract Masonry to revitalize
the stone, mortar joints and other
surrounding brick features. They also
contracted with Rocky Mountain Snow
Guards for snow fences and snow
guards that were installed around the
entire structure. Drift II – two-pipe
snow fences were put in place at the
eaves over pedestrian and vehicular
areas as a barrier to snow movement
with RG 16 snow guards applied in a

pattern above to hold the snow slab
in place.
“Three of Old Main’s four towers
now have a new DaVinci roof on them
covered with the company’s attractive diamond shingles,” says Whitaker.
“KBR Roofing was amazing. They also
had to radius the railing for the two
large rotundas. This company, in my
estimation, is top notch and the only
company that could have pulled off
this project.”

OLD MAIN
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
LOGAN, UTAH

TEAM
ARCHITECT: Design West
Architects, Logan, Utah, www.
designwestarchitects.com
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: KBR Roofing,
Ogden, Utah, www.kbrroofing.com

MATERIALS
COMPOSITE SHINGLES: Fancy
Shake composite cedar tiles,
DaVinci Roofscapes, www.
davinciroofscapes.com
SNOW GUARDS: Drift II and RG 16,
Rocky Mountain Snow Guards,
www.rockymountainsnowguards.
com
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SUSAN MILLER

Supersize Me
Working With Homeowners Associations
Means Taking on Big Challenges
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quick glance at the numbers reveals that
Glenwood Townhomes in San Dimas, California,
is not your everyday residential re-roofing
project. Featuring 185 units plus a clubhouse,
standalone garage and park restroom building, and
requiring the installation of 250,000 square feet of
shingles, the project is expansive in scope, to say the
least. But for nearly 40 years, La Rocque Better Roofs has
enjoyed taking on challenging roofing projects, and the
team put a plan in place to take on a very ambitious and
complex assignment.
With literally hundreds of homeowners impacted by the re-roofing project, the Glenwood Townhomes Home
Owner Association (HOA) board of directors through its property management company, Personal Touch Property
Management Company, actively sought
a roofing company that had been in
business for 20-plus years and, most
importantly, was experienced in working
with HOAs. Doug McCaulley, owner of
Personal Touch Property Management

Company, has managed Glenwood HOA
for several years and knew he needed
a company that was large enough and
had the proper labor force to handle
the size of the project — and would also
be around to honor its warranty.
La Rocque Better Roofs has served
customers
throughout
Southern
California since 1981, and approximately 80 percent its business is
focused on HOAs. The company has
developed a process for effectively

managing the multiple parties and
considerations involved in HOA remodeling projects. Beyond the HOA
board, other parties commonly involved in re-roofing projects include
property management companies,
roofing consultants, and maintenance and service organizations. From
a project management perspective,
challenges involved in HOA remodeling projects include dealing with any
structural or code-related discoveries
that arise once the project begins and
minimizing inconvenience to residents.
Labor availability is a key consideration for HOA projects, as such
projects require a sizeable labor pool
to be available for an extended period. Rory Davis, vice president of HOA
Sales at La Rocque Better Roofs, says
a readily available roofing team was
a key factor in the selection of La
Rocque Better Roofs for the project.
“We do not subcontract our workers
and work with a team of 75-110 people, depending upon the time of year,
so that the project stays on schedule,”
says Davis.
While project management skills,
logistical know-how and labor are all
required for HOA projects, the most
important element in a re-roofing
project is satisfying the homeowners
living in the community. All these considerations went into La Rocque Better
Roofs’ approach to the re-roofing of
Glenwood Townhomes.

A CUSTOMIZED APPROACH
TO ROOF REMOVAL
The design of the Glenwood Townhomes
community presented some structural
challenges. Detached garages adjacent to each building blocked access
for workers during the removal process. La Rocque Better Roofs found a
way to resolve this challenge, investing in customized, extra-wide, sturdy
walk boards to bridge the distance
between the homes and garages. The
walk boards allowed roofers to remove
roofing from the home and then walk
the removed materials directly into the
truck. “Walking the debris right to the
truck was a big plus, because materials didn’t touch the ground and didn’t

PHOTOS: LA ROCQUE BETTER ROOFS
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Crews from La Rocque Better Roofs made
sure to protect the landscaping as the project
progressed. The company has made working for
HOAs its primary focus.
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Over the years,
we’ve found the best
thing you can do is
get homeowners
involved. You can never
communicate enough,
so we let residents know
what time our crews
would be on site, where
the crews would be
working and what we
expected to accomplish.
come into contact with mature shrubs
and landscaping,” says Guy La Rocque,
president and CEO. “It was reassuring to homeowners to know that nails

and debris wouldn’t be dropped in
their yards and exterior living areas.”
The system also supported efficiency.
La Rocque estimates the walk boards
reduced tear-off time by four to five
hours per building.
“Safety and efficiency on all of
worksites are key factors in being a
successful and sought-after company,” La Rocque states. “The rules and
requirements are constantly changing
with OSHA, and it’s our responsibility as the management team at La
Rocque Better Roofs to make sure
all our employees are always up to
date with the latest information. Our
weekly Tailgate Safety Meetings as
well as our monthly safety and education meetings help us maintain a
level of awareness. It’s one thing to
be educated in OSHA’s safety requirements; it’s another thing to implement and monitor these safety procedures on our jobsites.”
Surprises are not uncommon when

CIRCLE NO. 58 / RoofingMagazine.com

remodeling mature properties. During
the re-roofing project, some fireplaces in the community were found to
be unstable. La Rocque Better Roofs
worked with city permitting officials
and engineers to retrofit the fireplaces so that they remained safe and
functional without requiring a complete tear-down and rebuilding of the
fireplaces.

COMMUNICATION AND THE
“CONTRACTOR BUBBLE”
Among the many steps La Rocque
Better Roofs employed to simplify the
process, Guy La Rocque says communication with residents was especially
valuable. “We scheduled after-hours
meetings with the residents to keep
them informed about the project,
answer their questions and let them
know what to expect,” he says. “Over
the years, we’ve found the best thing
you can do is get homeowners involved.
You can never communicate enough, so

CIRCLE NO. 59 / RoofingMagazine.com
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we let residents know what time our
crews would be on site, where the crews
would be working and what we expected to accomplish. “
From La Rocque’s perspective, too
many contractors operate in a “contractor bubble,” losing sight of other
opportunities to add value to both
homeowners and the contractor’s
business. Listening to homeowners

helps open up opportunities that may
exist for additional work. “When you
get homeowners involved, you get a
different perception of what needs to
happen,” La Rocque says. “The majority of us are homeowners, but many
times we forget the most important
thing we want from a contractor is
communication.” He adds that the
construction industry has suffered
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Compliant Choice
Until now, there was no way to use an out-of-the-box
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from a perception that too often contractors show up and leave whenever
they want, leaving the customers in
the dark. No one likes to be surprised.
Keeping the homeowner informed can
go a long way toward achieving more
satisfied customers and generating
more referrals.
Davis says that communication has
never been more important than today, in the era of social media. “Yelp
has become the new Better Business
Bureau,” he says. “Social media provides more opportunities than ever
before for consumers to either pat us
on the back or criticize us.”

CHANGING IT UP
The Glenwood Townhomes community was built in 1973, and the roof
replacement provided an opportunity
to introduce trending colors and technology improvements to residents’
roofs. The HOA board wanted to select a color that would lighten up the
overall look of the community and also
take advantage of solar reflectivity.
The HOA selected the Owens Corning
TruDefinition Duration shingle in Desert
Tan.
Asked about the shingle manufacturer’s involvement in the project,
Davis says manufacturers’ reps can
make a big difference. “Availability is
key, and a willingness to bring samples onsite or address any problems
that come up is critical. You learn a
lot by how a manufacturer deals with
any problems that arise. We may go
years without a problem, but when
something happens, we want someone who will step up,” he says. He
also likes the Owens Corning Sure
Nail technology and says the strip
that ensures optimal placement of
each nail is a plus.
HOA projects are not for every
contractor. But through planning,
establishing strong relationships with
engineers, permitting organizations
and other partners, thoughtful approaches to on-site challenges and
most importantly, listening to customers, HOAs present an opportunity
for contractors to take on projects of
size and style.
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Fire Protection Safeguards
Are a Key Focus of New
Cold Storage Facility
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hen the executive leadership at Dick Cold
Storage decided to build a brand-new
facility, the company made certain that
the new structure would have increased fire
protection — especially with its roofing system.
DICK COLD Storage opened a new facility in June, less than two years after
a fire completely destroyed its previous facility in Columbus, Ohio. The
new building, designed by Tippmann
Innovation, offers the best equipment
and most up-to-date technology for
cold storage facilities. There are also
additional fire protection safeguards,
such as fire access doors, horns and
strobes, additional pull stations at
doors, linear heat detection in freezers
and automatic smoke vents.
The roof of the building includes
18 BILCO automatic smoke vents that
allow firefighters to bring a fire under
control. The vents allow for the escape of smoke, heat, and gasses in a
burning building. The Dick Cold Storage
building where the 2016 fire occurred
was not equipped with automatic
smoke vent protection.
“Two of the biggest challenges we face in fighting any fire are
heat and smoke,’’ says Steve Martin,
Battalion Chief for the Columbus Fire
Department. “The heat of the fire
radiates on everything surrounding
it, causing the flames to spread and
causing rapid degradation of structural
elements.”

A FEROCIOUS BLAZE
More than 400 firefighters battled the
fire at Dick Cold Storage, which broke
out at approximately 9 p.m. on a Friday.
No one was hurt in the fire, but residents in the neighborhood evacuated

PHOTO: RYAN LEASURE

the area for fear they would be exposed
to chemicals used to refrigerate food in
the warehouse. The cause of the fire
was not determined.
“At that time, you just feel completely lost,’’ Don Dick, the company
President, says about his thoughts as
he watched the blaze roar through the
building where his family had done
business for nearly a century. “You
have no idea what will happen to your
business.”
Because the building lacked smoke
vents, firefighters were stymied. Martin
said the smoke impeded visibility,
made it difficult to assess damage
to the structure and find the origin of
the fire. Even with tanks of fresh air
on their backs, the brave Columbus
firefighters could do little more than
watch the blaze burn itself out. The
fire was contained within 18 hours but
had not been completely extinguished
for days.
“Buildings that do not lend themselves to ventilation, such as cold
storage buildings, are especially dangerous to firefighters. If there is no
known life-safety issue, firefighters
will retreat to a defensive position and
fight the fire from outside the building
instead of going inside,’’ Martin notes.
The fire at Dick Cold Storage would
not have been prevented with smoke
vents, but the devastating property loss could have been minimized.
Firefighters may have been able to
aggressively attack the blaze, but
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because of the lack of visibility and uncertainty of the structural damage within the building envelope, Martin and his
crew had no other alternative other than
to wait for the fire to die.

A BETTER APPROACH
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Dick Cold Storage executives made sure
to include smoke vents in its new building. Manufactured by The BILCO Company,
the custom-made vents measure 7 feet
by 18 feet and include a quad leaf design.
Tippman worked with Spohn Associates to
procure the vents. The size of a building,
among other factors, determines the number and size of vents required for a building. The vented space must comply with
fire codes.
Tippmann
worked
with
Spohn
Associates, The BILCO Company’s Indiana
based sales representative, to determine
the number of vents used for the new
building. The vents include a Thermolatch
II positive hold/release mechanism designed to ensure reliable operation when a
fire occurs. It also automatically releases
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vent covers upon the melting of a 165°F
(74°C) fusible link. Gas spring operators are designed to open the covers
against snow and wind loads and include integral dampers to ensure that
the covers open at a controlled rate
of speed.
“Vents will allow for the removal of
heat and smoke will potentially slow
the spread of fire,’’ Martin says. “They
will also permit firefighters to see and
enter the building, to possibly extinguish the fire early, preventing the entire building from becoming a loss.”

ROOFING SOLUTIONS FOR COLD
STORAGE BUILDINGS
Like the rest of the materials used in
building a cold storage facility, architects need to choose roofing components carefully. The thermal properties
and unique usage of cold storage buildings require extra attention to detail in
choosing the construction materials.
One of the most critical is constructing vapor-tight and energy efficient roof systems. Tippmann used a
single-ply roofing system with 45-mil
and 60-mil TPO, which serve as excellent vapor barriers. Single-ply systems
also minimize air leaks. Those leaks
can lead to thermal loss and excess
moisture.
Tippman also paid extra attention
to the vapor barriers, which are used to
prevent moisture from damaging the
fabric of the building. It’s also incumbent on roofing contractors to choose
the proper insulation to maximize energy efficiency.
Improperly installed or inefficient roofing materials could lead
to disastrous consequences for cold
storage buildings. Vapor leaks and
excess moisture could create bacterial growth. Other side effects could
include structural damage from ice
buildup on walls and slabs, higher
utility costs, safety issues for workers
and equipment that may require more
maintenance or not reach its expected
lifespan.
Tippman Innovation served as the
architect, general contractor and
roofing contractor for the project.
“Tippmann Innovation’s experience

and reputation in cold storage building is well-known and respected,’’
Don Dick notes. “After touring one of
Tippman’s newly-completed projects,
we were very impressed with the company’s commitment to quality, design,
and technology. We’re confident that
our new facility will be at the cutting
edge of cold storage innovation.”

TRIAD CORRUGATED

METAL

, INC.

STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITY
The new facility for Dick Cold Storage
incorporates the latest in cold storage
technology. The ceilings are 50-feet
clear, creating six million cubic square
feet of storage space. There are 15,000
pallet positions and seven multi-temperature storage rooms.
Cold storage facilities are used
for keeping food products and other
perishables for distribution to supermarkets and other retail outlets that
sell to consumers. Dick Cold Storage’s
Columbus location serves customers
in a 550-mile radius, covering a geographic area that reaches Wisconsin,
Alabama and New York and a population of more than 138 million people.
The new facility includes LED lighting, frozen, cooler and dry storage, and
the most energy-efficient refrigeration
equipment. “We want to be able to
move product extremely fast,’’ Don Dick
says. “We’re very conscientious of food
safety and storing product, so we try to
do everything the right way.”
Dick Cold Storage made a huge financial investment in its new facility,
and Tippmann Innovation paid tremendous attention to all of the construction materials, especially the
roofing. With a new building that can
better withstand the potential of a
catastrophic total product and facility loss that can be caused by fire, the
business heads into its second century
with new goals and new vitality.
“When you have time to think, you
realize you just gotta get up and running and get back to what you are doing,’’ Don Dick says. “You have to be as
efficient as you can. We thought it was
dead, but you can’t think that way. You
have to think what we are going to do
from this day forward.”
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Design Components
Dryer Jack
Dynamic Fastener
EPDM Coatings
GAF
Geocel
GSSI
Hyload
Icynene - Lapolla
IKO
K & M Sheet Metal
KM Coatings
Leaf Solution
Lifetime Tool
LM Curbs
Marathon Drains
Maze Nails
Metal Plus LLC
MFM Building Products
Mule-Hide Products Co. Inc.
Nationwide Protective Coatings
New Tech Machinery
NB Handy
OMG Roofing Products
Peak Metal Products
Petersen
Polyglass
Progressive Materials
RAS Systems
RK Hydrovac
Rockwool
Roof Hugger
Royal Adhesives
S5!
Safety Hoist
Snojax
SofSURFACES
Soprema
Standing Seam Roof Anchor
Swenson Shear
System Components
Triad Corrugated Metal
Triangle Fastener
USP
Zimmerman Metals

(800) 894-7741
(866) 766-3822
(231) 861-0050
(707) 685-5774
(858) 513-4350
(866) 766-3254
(800) 479-6832
(800) 826-1681
(800) 868-9910
(561) 743-8696
(800) 821-5448
(610) 289-1949
(973) 628-3000
(800) 348-7615
(800) 288-9489
(440) 305-1238
(877) 636-2648
(310) 320-6300
(919) 544-8887
(602) 253-1168
(888) 231-2202
(877) 904-1002
(800) 284-1412
(800) 824-8424
(800) 435-5949
(860) 379-1327
(740) 622-2645
(800) 786-1492
(800) 423-7264
(303) 294-053
(434) 847-2498
(800) 633-3800
(919) 256-2270
(888) 942-2636
(954) 233-1239
(812) 944-7803
(770) 487-7300
(800) 762-8361
(800) 265-6878
(800) 771-1711
(517) 841-7108
(888) 825-3432
(877) 99-HOIST
(717) 458-7880
(800) 263-2363
(330) 331-3062
(863) 703-4522
(877) 588-8748
(425) 392-5150
(866) 625-9727
(800) 486-1832
(267) 263-2308
(303) 294-0180

www.MetalDeckSupply.com
www.AdlerVac.com
www.AdvArchSM.com
www.AWIPanels.com
www.AztecWasher.com
www.BPDusa.com
www.CarlisleSyntec.com
www.ChemLink.com
www.DesignComponents.com
www.DryerJack.com
www.DynamicFastener.com
www.EPDMCoatings.com
www.GAF.com
www.Geocelusa.com
www.GSSISealants.com
www.Hyload.com
www.Icynene-Lapolla.com
www.IKO.com
www.KMSheetMetal.com
www.KMCoatingsMFG.com
www.LeafSolution.com
www.LifetimeTool.com
www.LMCurbs.com
www.MarathonDrains.com
www.MazeNails.com
www.MetalPlusLLC.com
www.MFMBP.com
www.MuleHide.com
www.NationwideCoatings.com
www.NewTechMachinery.com
www.NBHandy.com
www.Olyfast.com
www.PeakMetal.com
www.PAC-CLAD.com
www.Polyglass.us
www.PMSilicone.com
www.RAS-Systems.US
www.RKHydrovac.com
www.Rockwool.com
www.RoofHugger.com
www.RoyalAdhesives.com
www.S-5.com
www.SafetyHoistCompany.com
www.Snoblox.com
www.SofSURFACES.com
www.Soprema.us
www.FallPD.com
www.SwensonShear.com
www.SystemComponents.net
www.TriadMetalRoof.com
www.TriangleFastener.com
www.USPUnderlayment.com
www.ZimmermanMetals.com
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LEARN
MORE AT
GAF.COM
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